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CONVERSION FACTORS AND RELATED INFORMATION 
Mast values in this report are given in inch-pound units followed by 
metric units. The conversion factors are shown to four significant figures. 
In the text, however, the metric equivalents are shown only to the number of 
significant figures conSistent with the accuracy of the value in inch-pound 
units. 
Inch-pound Metric 
Unit Abbreviation Unit --Abbreviati on (Mulifply) (by) (toObrain) 
Acre 0.4047 Square hectometer hm2 
Acre-foot acre-ft 0.001233 Cub i c hectometer h~3 
ft3 /s 1233 Cubic meter m Cubic foot 0.02832 Cubic meter m3/s 
per second per second 
Foot ft 0.304B Meter m 
Foot per day ft/d 0.3048 Meter per day mId 
Foot per mfle ft/mi 0.1894 Meter per k il ometer m/km 
Foot per second ft~s 0.3048 Meter per second ~s Foot squared per ft Id 0.0929 Meter squared per Id 
day day 
Ga 11 011 per mi nu te 1al/min 0.06309 L iter per second L/:; 
Ga 11 011 per mi nu te gal/min)/ft 0.2070 L iter per second (L/s)/m 
per foot per meter 
Inch in. 2.540 Centimeter em 
25.4 Millimeter IlIII 
Mile mi 2 1.609 Kilometer km2 Square mi le mi 2.590 Square k fl ometer km 
Chemical concentration and water temperature are given only in metric 
units. Chemical concentration is given in milligrams per liter (rng/L) or 
lIIicrograms per liter (llg/L). Milligrams per liter is a unit expressing the 
concentration of chemical constituents i n solution as weight (mi11igrams) of 
solute per un it volume (liter) of water . One thousand micrograms per liter is 
equivalent to 1 milligram per liter. For concentrations less than 7,000 rng/L , 
the numerical value is about the same as for concentrations in parts per 
111111iOll. Water temperature is given in degrees Celsius (OC), which can be con-
verted to degrees Fahrenhe i t (oF) by the following equation : 0Fa1.8(OC)+32. 
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GROUND-WATER RECONNAISSANCE Of THE CENTRAL 
WEBER RIVER AREA, MORGAN AND 
SlMIlT COUNTI ES, UTAH 
by Joseph S. Gates, Judy I. Steiger, and Ronald T. Green 
ABSTRACT 
A reconnaissance of ground water in the central Weber River area 
obtaineti data to help State administrators devise a pol1cy for acting on 
appl1cations to appropriate ground water resulting fr 'om recent and future 
influxes of residents. 
Ground water occurs in unconso 11 dated all uv i um and older semi -
consol1dated to consolidated rocks; it has been developed to a l1mlted extent 
for publ1c, industrial, and domestic use. Alluvium of Quaternary age probably 
is the most in.,ortant aquifer, although most wells also are completed in older 
rocks. Alluvium is as much as 200 feet (60 meters) thick in Morgan Valley, 
whereas other valleys along the Weber River probably have slightly lesser 
thicknesses of alluvium. 
In the Morgan Valley-Round Valley subarea recharge and discharge are at 
least 40,000 acre-feet (49 cubic hectometers) per year. Ground water mostly 
IIIOves toward the Weber River and the downstream reach of East Canyon Creek. 
About 170,000 acre-feet (210 cubic hectometers) of ground water, almost all of 
which is fresh, is stored in the alluvium of Morgan Valley and the northern 
valley of East Canyon Creek. Water levels in observation wells did not 
indicate any major changes or long-term trends in ground-water storage during 
1936-80. 
In the Henefer Valley subarea, recharge anll discharge are at least 
23,000 acre-feet (28 cubic hectometers) per year. All ground water samp: !~ in 
the subarea was fresh. 
In the Coalville subarea, recharge and discharge are at least 21,000 
acre-feet (26 cubic hectometers) per year. Ground water sampled in the 
subarea was fresh, with the exception of water from one well completed in the 
Frontier Formation. 
Surface-water resources of the study area include the Weber River and 
its lllain tributaries--Chalk, Lost, and East Canyon Creeks. Mean annual flow 
of the Weber River at Coalvi lle for the 1931-60 water years was 140,000 acre-
feet (170 cubic hectometers), and at Gateway (includin9 diversions through the 
Gateway Tunnel during 1957-60) was 373,700 acre-feet (461 cubic hectometers). 
Average gain in base flow through the area for October 25-31, 1931-60, 
including base flow of tributaries wholly within the study area, was 109 cubic 
feet per second (3.1 cubic meters per second), most of which is ground-water 
seellage to streams. A seepage run on October 26, 1979
1 
indicated the gain was 
131 cubic feet per second (3.7 cubic meters per second. 
Surface water in the area is of calcium bicarbonate or calcium magnesium 
bicarbonate type. In the reach of the Weber River between the Stoddard 
Diversion to the Gateway Canal and Gateway, where flow almost tripled during 
the seepage run due to ground-water inflow, analyses of san.,les indicated 
l1ttle change in dissolved-solids concentration. 
7 
Gahls in long-term average base flows, seepage measurements, and water-
level contours indicate that ground water seeps into the Weber River along 
most reaches between Coalville and Gateway and into the downstream reaches of 
East Canyon Creek and Lost Creek. 
Present discharge from wells (average of about 2,800 acre-feet or 3.5 
cubic hectometers per year during 1978-80) probably has been balanced by 
increases in recharge or decreases in other forms of discharge. Withdrawals 
from additional wells in the future ultimately will be balanced by increases 
in recharge or decreases in seepage to streams or evapotranspiration. Most of 
the changes probably will decrease streamflow; however, withdrawals from wells 
that are balanced by decreases in transpiration from nonirrigated phreato-
phytes will not affect surface-water flow. 
A simpl1fied digital-con.,uter model of the Morgan Valley-lower East 
Canyon Creek area was constructed to study effects on the hydrologic system of 
additional ground-water withdrawals. Withdrawals from simulated wells were 
balanced mostly by decreases in seepage to the Weber River and the downstream 
reach of East Canyon Creek and by some decreases in evapotranspiration. 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
Purpose and scope of the stu!!!. 
During July 1978-June 1980, the U.S. Geological Survey conducted a 
reconnaissance of ground-water conditions and ground- and surface-water rela-
tionships in the central Weber River area. This reconnaissance was done in 
'cooperation with the Utah Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water 
Rights. 
The study ared is a series of mountain valleys along the Weber River in 
the Wasatch Range and between the Wasatch Range and the Uinta Mountains in 
north-central Utah (fig. 1). As defined for this study, the area includes the 
Weber River drainage from Hoytsville, just south of Coalville, to the western 
boundary of Morgan County at the western front of the Wasatch Range (p 1. 1). 
The East Canyon Creek tributary drainage is included from the Weber River to 
the Morgan County-Suomit County line. The study focused on t :,'! major valleys 
along ilOd tributary to the Weber River with less en.,hasis on the upland 
tributary areas. 
The Division of Water Rights needs information on the ground-water 
system and on ground- and surface-water relationships to help determine a 
policy for acting on applications to appropriatt! ground water. Water in the 
Weber River and its tributaries and ground water in the Weber River drainage 
are considered to be fully appropriated (1981). Individuals or entities 
deSiring ground water for domestic, publ1c-supply, or ~ndustrial uses are 
permitted to lease rights to water in 1 acre-foot (1,233 m ) per year units or 
in larger quantities from the Weber Basin Water Conservancy District. The 
District virtually has rights to all surface water in excess of primary flows 
(rights decreed in 1934) and holds this water in reservoirs--East Canyon, Lost 
Creek, and Echo Reservoirs in the study area and Rockport Lake 10 miles (16 
km) south of Coalville. The District releases water annually from the 
reservoirs to balance use of ground water under these rights. 
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A major assllllPtion in this policy of leasing surface-water rights to 
balance ground-water withdrawals is that the river and the ground-water 
reservoir have significant hydraulic connection. It is further assumed that 
water pumped from wells is replaced by infiltration of the released surface 
water. However, it is not known definitely whether or how quickly the 
released surface water replaces the withdrawn ground water, or whether the 
withdrawn ground water is taken from storage and eventually balanced by 
increases in recharge or decreases in another form of discharge. 
The purpose of this study was to obtain information on and describe 
recharge, movement, and discharge of ground water, hydraulic properties of 
aquifers, volumes of ground water in storage, the chemical quality of ground 
water, and the interrelations between ground and surface water. This infor-
mation can be used by the Division of Water Rights to devise a policy on 
ground-water apllroprhtions that is based on actual characteristics of the 
physical stream -aquifer system. The main emphasis of the study was on the 
saturated alluvium along the Weber River and in the downstream parts of 
tributary drainages. Less emphasis was placed on alluvium in upstream parts of 
the drainages and on water in consolidated rocks. 
The study consisted of an inventory (table 5, at back of report) of 6 
springs and of 148 of the approximately 360 wells in the area for which 
ground-water claims have been made or drillers' reports filed. Springs in the 
study area were not inventoried unless they were in the valleys, along valley 
margins, or were a source of municipal supply. Drillers' logs were available 
for most inventoried wells and were used to estimate the base of alluvium and 
identify the main water-yielding unit at each well. Samples of water for 
chemical analysis were collected from 3 springs and 79 wells. One 8-hour 
aquifer test was made, and are;;s of ground-water discharge by evapo-
transpiration were located in Morgan Valley • 
. Base flow of the Weber River and several of Its tributaries (pre-
dominantly ground-water inflow to the river system) was measured at selected 
sites between Coalville and the western edge of Morgan County on September 11 
(17 sites) and October 26, 1979 (21 sites). These values were compared to the 
average of the gaged daily mean October 25-31 base flows for 1931-60. Average 
Man annual 1931-60 surface-water flow and 1931-60 precipitation were compiled 
for several subbasins to determine the variation in runoff-precipitation 
ratios. However, these data were not included in the report because results 
did not indicate anything relevant to the objectives of the study. 
A simplified digital -computer model of the alluvium of Morgan Valley and 
lower East Canyon Creek was constructed to study ground- and surface-water 
relations and the effects of pumping ground water at various hypothetical 
1 eve 1 s of deve 1 opment • 
Previous and related studies and acknowledgments 
A ground-water study of the Morgan Valley area was made by Saxon (1972). 
His report includes tables of data on wells and chemical quality of ground 
water, a sll1'l1lary of geo logy, and a water-resources budget for the Morgan 
Yalley area. 
10 
Haws, Jeppson, and Huber ' (1970) prepared a hydrologic inventory of the 
entire Weber River basin, which focuses on climate, streamflow, and a water 
budget of the basin. This report contains tables of consumptive use of water 
by crops and phreatophytes and by evaporation from water bodies for subba~ ins 
of the lIeber River drainage. A companion report by Haws (1970) cons ists of 
tabulated, water-related, land-use data for the lIeber River drainage. 
Thompson (1982) made a reconnaissance of surface-water quality ir the 
Weber River basin. The reconnaissance focused on the chemical quality of 
streamflow but also touched on fluvial sediment and biological quality of the 
water. 
lie gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of individual well owners, 
IllUnicipalities, and industries in supplying information on wells and springs 
and allOWing the collection of water samples for chemical analysis. E. B. 
Johnson, Weber River CommiSSioner, provided information on the lIeber River, 
water use in the area, and ground-water inflow tl) the river. 
Systems for numbering data sites 
The system of numbering wells and springs i n Utah is based on the 
cadastral land-survey system of the U.S. Government. The number, in addition 
to designating the well or spring, describes its posit ion in the land net. By 
the land-survey system, the State is divided into four quadrants by the Salt 
Lake Base Line and Meridian, and these quadrants are deSignated by the 
uppercase letters A, B, C, and 0, indicating the northeast, northwest, 
southwest, and southeast quadrants, respectively. Numbers deSignating the 
township and range (in that order) follow the quadrant letter, and all three 
are enc 1 osed in parentheses. The number after the parentheses i nd i cates the 
section, and is followed by three letters indicating the quarter section, the 
quarter-quart,er fection, and the quarter-quarter-quarter section--generally 10 
acres (4 hrr); the letters a, b, c, and d indicate, respectively, the 
northeast, northwest, southwest, and southeast quarters of each subdiviSion. 
The number after t/le letters is the serial number of the well or spring within 
the 10-acre (4-hrr) tract; the letter · S· preced ing the serial number denotes 
a spring. Thus (A-4-2)36bca-1 deSignates the first well constructed or 
visited in the NE\S~.NW14 sec. 36, T 4 N., R. 2 E., and (A-2-S)9dac-S1 
deSignates a spring in the SWI4N~SEla sec. 9, T. 2 N., R. S. E. The numbering 
system is illustrated in figure 2. 
Gaging stations, where continuous streamflow records are collected, are 
numbered in downstream order. For descriptions of this system, see U.S. 
Geological Survey (1980, p. 140). Thus, the station on the Weber River near 
Coalville is deSignated 10130S00. . 
1Although the basic land unit, the section, is theoretically 1 square 
.11e (2.6 km'), II1WIY sections are irregular. Such sections are subdivided 
into 10-acre (4-hm') tracts, generally beginning at the southeast corner, and 
the surplus or shortage is taken up in the tracts along the north and west 
sides of the section. 
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Physical and cultural characteristics 
Physiography 
The central Weber River area (fig. 1 and pl. 1) consists of the valleys 
of the Weber River and its tributaries and the Weber River drainage area 
between Hoytsville and the western edge of Morgan County at Gateway. 
Altitudes along the river range from about 4,770 feet (1,450 m) above NGVO of 
1929 near Gateway to 5,650 feet (1,722 m) at Hoytsville. Maximum altitudes 
in thl! drainage area include Francis Peak at 9,547 feet (2,910 m) on the 
western edge of Morgan County to Humpy Peak at 10,870 feet (3,313 m) on the 
southern edge of the Chalk Creek drainage, southeast of Coalville. 
Valley areas in Morgan County include: (1) Morgan Valley, bounded by 
Weber Canyon on the west and Upper Weber Canyon on the east; (2) the 
Cottonwood Creek area tributary to Morgan Valley; (3) the East Canyon Creek 
area tributary to Morgan Valley and extend ing south to East Canyon; (4) Round 
Valley, a small valley in Upper Weber Canyon east of Morgan; and (5) the Lost 
Creek area at Croydon (pl. 1). Valley areas in Summit County include: (1) 
Henefer Valley; (2) the Coalville area from Echo to Hoytsville, including Echo 
Reservoir; and (3) the Chalk Creek area just east of Coalville (pl. 1). 
Climate 
Normal annual precipitation on the study area for 1931-60 (pl. 1) ranged 
frolR less than 16 inches (406 mm) in the Coalville, Lost Creek, and eastern 
Echo Canyon areas to more than 30 inches (762 mm) in parts of the Cottonwood 
Lost, and Chalk Creek drainage areas. It exceeded 40 inches (1,016 mm) along 
the divide in the Wasatch Range west of Morgan Valley and locally in the 
headwaters area of East Canyon Creek (U . S. Weather Bureau, 1963). The normal 
annual volume of prec i pitation on the enti5e study area for 1931-60 was 
estimated to be 1,330,000 acre-feet (1,640 hm ). 
Normal annual precipitation for 1941-70 at Morgan was 17.08 inches (434 
mm) and at Coalville it was 14.78 inches (375 mm) (National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, Environmental Data Service, 1979). At Morgan 68 
percent of the preCipitation falls from October through April . ' 
Mean annual tell1l1eratures range from more than 480 F (8.90 C) in Morgan 
Valley to less than 340 F (l.loC) in the southeastern corner of the Chalk Creek 
drainage area (Haws and others, 1970, fi9. 11). Normal annual temperature for 
1941-70 at Morgan was 45.40F (7.44°C) (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Adminis~ration, Environmental Data Service, 1979). 
Geology 
The central Weber River area is underlain by rocks ranging in age from 
Precambrian to Quaternary. The exposed rocks have been subdivided into hydro-
geologic units on the basis of water-bearing cha~acteristics, lithology, and 
age (table 1). 
nets of both 
13 
Three units of continental, primarily ailuvial, origin were defined on 
the basis of age and degree of consolidation, with the older units commonly 
IROre consolidated and probably less permeable. These units include alluvium 
and consolidated to semiconsolidated conglomerates of Cretaceous to Quaternary 
age. Older consolidated-rock units are defined on the basis of being either 
predominately clastic or carbonate and on age. 
Most of the study area is underlain at the surface by conglomerates and 
clastic rocks of Cretaceous and Tertiary age (pI. 2). Those rocks are 
represented chiefly by the Wasatch Formation of Ter tiary age; they also 
include the Echo Canyon Conglomerate of Cretaceous age, the Evanston(?) 
Formation of Cretaceous and Tertiary age, and the Norwood Tuff of Tertiary age 
(Stokes, on table I, 1964; Mullens, 1971, pl. 1; Mullens and Laraway, 1964, 
1973). Clastic rocks of Cretaceous age crop out around Coalville, in the 
Chalk Creek drainage basin, and around Henefer Valley. Rocks older than 
Cretaceous age mainly crop out around and north of Upper Weber Canyon, along 
stream channels in the northeastern Lost Creek drainage basin, and along the 
drainage divide in the Wasatch Range West of Morgan Valley. 
The Morgan Valley area is a structural low, in which as much as 8,000 
feet (2,000 m) of Tertiary rocks--mainly volcanic-clastic rocks and con-
glomerates--have been preserved (Mullens and Laraway, 1973; Saxon, 1972, p. 
17). Round Valley is a small anticlinal valley incised in easily erodible 
rocks of Paleozoic age; and the Coalville area and Henefer Valley were incised 
in easily erodible Tertiary sediments deposited in an ancestral drainage of 
the Weber River (Threet, 1959, p. 32). 
Alluvial deposits of Quaternary age with thicknesses greater than about 
10 feet (3 m) are confined mostly to the Weber River valley and its major 
tributaries--East Canyon, Lost, Chalk, and Cottonwood Creeks. Although 
alluvium is not widespread, it is the most important hydrogeologic unit in the 
area, probably containing the largest volume of water that is both fresh and 
can be readily developed by wells. The lithology of the alluvium is variable, 
consisting of interbedded clay, silt, sand, gravel, and boulders. 
Data on the thickness and lithology of the alluvium are limited because 
few wells have been drilled through its entire thickness along the axes of the 
valleys. Most wells in the study area have been drilled for domest ic use, and 
most farm houses and wells are located along the margins of the valleys 
either to minimize the danger of flooding, to avoid the shallow water table: 
or to avoid using valley bottom land for nonagricultural purposes. As a 
result, domestic wells commonly penetrate and derive water from a thin section 
of alluvium and older underlying conglomerate and other clastic units of 
Cretaceous, Tertiary, and Quaternary age. Only in Morgan Valley and in the 
northern East Canyon Creek area have '.Ie 11 s been dr ill ed near the center of the 
valley, and these generally are far apart. In addition, in most parts of the 
study area the base of the alluvium is difficult t? define from drillers' logs 
because the underlying units commonly are similar in lithology to the 
alluvium. Selected drillers' logs for which we have estimated the base of 
all uvium and the underlying rock unit are listed in table 6 (at back of 
report) • 
In Morgan Valley, it is estimated that the alluvium has a maximum 
thia.ness of about 200 feet (60 m) between Peterson and Morgan, 150-175 feet 
(46-:,3 m) around Mountain Green and southeast to) Peterson, and about 125 feet 
(38 m) alQ~g northern East Canyon Creek. 
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Eardley (1944, p. 889) noted that Mor9an Valley, in contrast to Ogden 
Valley 10-15 miles (16-24 km) to the north, was not a trap for deposition of 
large thicknesses of alluVium, but was an area where the alluvium was eroded 
by the Weber River because of uplifting by faulting. . 
In other parts of the study area, wells and data on the thickness of 
alluvium are few. The wells from which thickness of the alluvium can be 
estilllated from drillers' logs are listed below: 
Well 
(See also table Ii) 
(A-4-3)32abc-l 
(A-3-4) 4ddd-l 
located in sec.25, 
T.3 N., P..4 E. 
(A-3-5 )29cdd-l 
(A-2-5 )28dcb-l 
location ApprOXimate thickness 
of alluvium (feet) 
edge of Round Va 11 ey 85 
near Weber River at Henefer 76 
abandoned we 11 at Echo 69 
east side of Echo Reservoir 126 
Hoytsville 130 
Econoll\Y and popu 1 at i on 
The first settlement (1854) in the central Weber River area was Echo and 
agricultural settlements followed in most of the area through the 1860 ' s 
(Haws, Jeppsen, and Huber, 1970, fig. 9). Agr iculture, primarily confined to 
the valley areas, has been mostly limited to small grains and forage crops , 
along with livestock ra ising and dairying. During recent years a number of 
mink farms have been established. 
The Union Pacific Railroad was constructed down Echo Canyon from Wyoming 
through Morgan Valley to Ogden during the late 1860's. The r ailroad has long 
been an important part of the econoll\Y of conmunities such as Echo. 
Industry in the study area is limited to Browning Arms Co. at Mountain 
Green, Ideal Cement Co. at Croydon, and several small firms at Morgan. Coal 
has been mined northeast of Coalville since 1859, but the mines are now 
inactive (1980). In 1975, a large oil and gas field was discovered in the 
Chalk Creek drainage area at Pineview. Exploration is cont i nuing in the 
eastern par t of the study area. 
During recent years, Morgan Valley, and to a lesser extent t he Coalville 
area, has had an influx of residents who work in the Ogden-Salt .lake City 
urban area, but prefer to live in the rural environment of the study area. 
SlImIer-home development also has occurred in several of the upland areas. 
Because water is considered fully appropriated, new residents or developments 
in areas not served by pUblic-water supplies or water companies have had to 
lease surface-water rights from the Weber Basin Water Conservancy District to 
be able to drill domestic or public-supply wells . 
Population of t he st udy area was about 7,580 in 1980 (U.S. Bureau of the 
Census, 1980). Morgan County had a population of 4,914, and the part of 
~it County in t he study area had an estimated population of 2,700. Of the 
incorporated towns, Morgan had a population of 1,895; Coalville, 1,037; and 
Henefer, 549. Estilllated 1980 population for Hoytsville was 200; Peterst'", 
130; Croydon, 75; Echo, 70; and MountaIn Green, 600. 
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SURFACE-WATER HYDROLOGY 
Although ground water is a locally important source of water for 
dOllll!stic, livestock, and public supplies, surface water is much more important 
in the central Weber River area in terms of investments for development 
(1q1oundment, diversion, and regulation) and annual supply. A brief dis-
cussion of the surface-water resources in the area follows. 
Drainage, diversions, and ill!!!oundments 
The Weber River enters the study area at Hoytsville and flows northwest-
ward to Gateway, where it leaves Morgan Valley through Weber Canyon. Major 
tributaries to the Weber River (in downstream order) are Chalk, lost, and East 
Canyon Creeks. Other significant tributaries (in downstream order) are Echo 
Creek; streams on the southwestern side of Morgan Valley, such as line Creek; 
Cottonwood Creek; and Hardscrabble Creek, which is tributary to East Canyon 
Creek. 
A major diversion from the Weber River is the Weber-Provo Canal near 
Oakley, about 12 miles (19 km) southeast of Hoytsville, where part of the 
river's flow is diverted to the Provo River. Another major diversion is the 
Gateway Canal near Stoddard in Morgan Valley (pl. 3). Part of the Weber River 
flow is diverted into the canal along the southwestern side of the valley to 
the Gateway Tunne I, wh i ch conveys water to the Wasatch Front west of Morgan 
Valley. That portion of water not needed for use in the Wasatch Front area is 
returned to the Weber River through a hydroelectric plant at the western end 
of Morgan Valley. Major impoundments within the study area are Echo, lost 
Creek, and East Canyon Reservoirs. 
Discharge of the Weber River at Gateway 
The long-term flow of the Weber River is quite variable. Flow at the 
U.S. Geological Survey 9aging station at Gateway (station 10136500) 
illustrates the variation in flow representative of the study area. During 
the 1921-80 water years, the annual flow of the Web~ River at Gateway (fi9. 
3) ran9ed from minimums of 126,~ acre-feet (156 hm ) during the 1961 water 
year and 133,900 acre-feet (165 hm ) during the 1934 water year to maximums of 
827,100 asre-feet (1,020 hm") during the 1952 water year and 864,900 acre-feet 
(1,066 hm ) during the 1921 water year. 
The 1931-60 average annual flow of the Weber River at Gateway, including 
estimated diversions thrf,ugh the Gateway Tunnel during 1957-60, is about 
373,700 acre-feet (461 hm ). As a comparison, the average annual 1931-60 flow 
of the Weber River at Coglville, at the southern end of the study area , was 
140,000 acre-feet (170 hm ). ' . 
Discharge varies greatly during the year, wi th peak flows coinciding 
with periods of maximum snowmelt. Average weekly discharge of the Weber River 
at Gateway for the 1944 ~ter year, a year in ~ich the total discharge of 
371,800 acre-feet (458 hm ) was close to the 1931-60 average, is shown in 
figure 4. Discharge during the 1944 water -J;;ar ranged from minimums of 160 to 
191 cubic feet per second (4.5 to 5.4 m Is) from January 7 to Februar~ 3, 
1944 , to maximums of 1,110 to 2,220 cubic feet per second (31.4 to 62.9 m Is) 
fr"Oll May 5 to Junj IS, 1944 . The peak daily discharge was 3,080 cubic feet 
per second (87.2 m Is) on June 3. During the late sunmer to early spring low-
flow period, much of the discharge of the river consists of ground-water 
inflow. 
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Seepage runs and base flow 
To help estimate ground-water i nflow to the Weber River, seepage runs 
were made between Coalville and Gateway on September 11 and October 26, 1979. 
The flow of the river on September 11 generally was too high to obtain 
definitive results at many places, but the October 26 data indicated several 
areas where ground-water inflow to the river was sign ificant. Because the 
discharge of most major sources of surface inflow to the river and its major 
tributaries was measured during these seepage runs, the ga ins or losses 
represent mostly ground-water inflow to or outflow from the streams. 
That data in table 2 show that most stream reaches in the valley areas 
along the Weber River and southwestern Lost and northern East Canyon Creeks 
were receiving ground-water inflow on October 26, 1979. However, the reach of 
the Weber River from south of Coalville to Echo lost 21 cubic feet per second 
(0.59 nr> Is). Some of this loss may be water going into bank storage, 
evaporation, or both from Echo Reservoir rather than ground-water outflow from 
the area. On September 11, this reach apparently gained water, wh ich may have 
been caused by release of water from bank storage . It is possible that 
estimating changes in storage in Echo Reservoir introduce errors in the base-
flow determinations. 
The reacb between Echo and Oevils Slide received about 11 cubic feet per 
second (0.31 nr>/s) , and a 1.25-mile (2.0-km) reach of Lost Creek just upstseam 
frOtll the Weber River received about 12 cubic feet per second (0.34 m Is) 
during the October seepage run. Even a reach largply in bedrock i n Upper 
Weber Cf/lYon downstream from Oevils Slide received fl : cubic feet per second 
(0.24 nr>/s) of inflow, although some ilf this could have been in unmeasured 
tributaries. The Weber River and East Canyon Cre§k in Morgan Valley received 
a total of about 76 cubic feet per second (2.2 m /s), of wh ich less than 10 
percent is estimated to have come from unmeasured tributary inflow. 
Another estimate of ground-water inflow to the Weber River was obtained 
from records of changes in long-term base flow between various gages on the 
river. October 25-31 was selected because stream discharge would be fairly 
representative of base-flow conditions. Most diversions for irrigation end in 
September (Johnson , 1980). Also, during October 25-31, transpiration from 
phreatophytes along the river is zero or minimal (Haws, Jeppson, and Huber, 
1970, table 19), and effects of freezing and thawing are not large. 
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The data on mean discharge for October 25-31, 1931-60 (table 3) are 
similar to results of the October 26, 1979 seepage r~n (table 2). 
Cub i c feet per second 
Mean gain in flow, 
Stream reach October 25 -31, 1931-60 
Weber River and East 
Canyon Creek from 
Oevils Slide and East 
Canyon Reservo i r to 
Gateway 53.4 
Weber River and Lost 
Creek from Echo and 
Lost Creek Reservoir 
to Oevils Slide 18.9 
Weber River from 
Coa lvi lle to Echo 10.1 
Gain in flow, 
October 26, 1979 
85.2 
11.3 
EVf:ro though all minor tributary inflow was not accounted for in the 
October 25-31 mean-discharge data, most of -the gains in flow of the streams 
probably represent ground-water inflow. These data indicate, as did the 
seepage-run data, that most reaches of the Weber River and the downstream 
reaches of East Canyon and Lost Creeks are gaining reaches. 
Quality of surface water 
Evaluation of the chemical quality of surface water was not included in 
this study, but was the subject of a concurrent study by Thompson (1982). The 
following statements summarize data from his report and refer to sampling 
conducted July 1979 through August 1980. 
The principal factors that affect the quality of water in the Weber 
River are tributary inflow, ground-water inflow and irrigation-return flow 
(which cannot be differentiated readily), and reservoir storage. Snowmelt 
runoff has small dissolved-solids concentrations, whereas water stored in 
reservoirs, ground-water inflow, and irrigation-return flow have larger 
dissolved-solids concentrations. The surface water in the central Weber River 
area is mostly of the calcium bicarbonate or calcium magnesium bicarbonate 
type. 
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The Weber River at Coalvflle, at the southern end of the study area, had 
dlss01ved-sollds concentrations ranging from 163 to 256 I1I9/L (milligralllS per 
llter); while just downstream, Chalk Creek at Its lIIOuth had dissolved-solids 
concentrations ranging from 237 to 446 mg/L. rcho Creek had larger dlss01ved-
sol1ds concentrations (273-509 mg/L) than the Weber Ri ver just upstream from 
Echo Creek (192-296 I1I9/L). Lost Creek generally had smaller dlss01ved-sollds 
concentrations (169-315 mg/l) than the Weber Ri'/er upstream from Lost Creek 
(203-396 I119/L). A 31-percent increase in dissolved sol1ds was found i n 
Irrigation-return flow at the northern end of Henefer Valley on May 13, 1980. 
The return flow was sampled In a ditch tributary to the Weber River and the 
increase was in relation to dissolved sol1ds in the Weber River at the 
northern end of Henefer Valley. East Canyon Creek had dissolved-solids 
concentrations ranging from 206 to 334 mg/L near its junction with the Weber 
River in Morgan Valley. 
During the October 26 seepage run, samples of the Weber River were 
co llected upstream from the Stoddard Divers ion to the Gateway Canal and at 
Gateway upstream from the hydroelectric plant. The rive\i increased in flow 
fl'Oftl 21.4 to 61.1 cubiC feet per second (0.61 to 1.73 nr'/s) in this reach, 
IIIOst of which represented ground-water inflow . The dissolved solids in the 
river decreased from 353 to 347 mg/L in the same reach, indicating that the 
ground-water inflow has a dissolved-sollds concentration about equal to that 
of the river. Dissolved sol1ds in the Weber River at Gateway, at the western 
end of the study area, ranged from 173 to 367 mg/L, only a llttle larger than 
the 163 to 256 mg/L range at the southern end of the study area at Coalville. 
GROUND-WATER HYOROLOGY 
General conditions of occurrence and development 
Ground water occurs in unconsolidated alluvium and in older semi-
consolidated and consolldated rocks in the central Weber River area. Ground 
water in the alluvium commonly is under water - table condi tions . Shallow water 
in older units also i s commonly under water-table condit ions; locally (as in 
the Coalville subarea), water in older units i s under artesian condi tions . 
Alluvium is belleved to be the most important hydrogeolog i c unit in the area 
because it is the IIIOSt permeable and commlllOnly contains freshwater. 
The principal source of recharge to the ground-water system is 
precipitation that falls within the area. A small quantity of water enters 
the area as underflow in the channel of the Weber River near Hoytsville; this 
Is virtually balanced by subsurface outflow i n the channel of the Weber River 
and Weber Canyon at the western end of Morgan Valley. Available data do not 
indicate that there i s significant subsurface flow of ground water into or out 
of the study area through the semiconsolldated and con so 11 dated rocks that 
underlle the area. The few available water-level data indicate that the 
ground water IIIOves toward the Weber River and streams tributary to the river 
within the study area. 
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Ground water is less used in the area than is surface water and volumes 
of ground water in storage and annual recharge are not known accurately 
because few data are available and no detailed studies have been made. Ground 
water has been developed by means of small-capacity wells for domestiC use at 
farllS and individual residences and by larger capacity wells for public 
sl4)llly, for the Ideal Cement Co., and for the Browning Arms Co. Water from 
_ springs is used locally for public supply. 
Most wells derive water from alluvial deposits of Quaternary age, from 
cong1011erate and other clastic rocks of Cretaceous and Tertiary age (including 
the Echo Can¥on Conglomerate, the Evanston(1) and Wasatch Formations, and the 
Norwood Tuff), from clastic rocks of Cretaceous age (including the Frontier 
ForlMtion and Wanship Formation of local usage [not adopted by the U.S. 
Geological Survey]), and possibly from older coarser-grained deposits of 
Quaternary and Tertiary age. 
The water-bearing characteristics of older units of Mesozoic, Paleozoic, 
and Precambrian age are relatively unknown. The carbonate units probably are 
lIIOI"e permeable than the clastic units and gneiss because they may include 
joints and fractures that have been enlarged by solution. However, clastic 
units that are extensively fractured may be very permeable locally. Fractures 
in the Weber Quartzite are the principal source of water draining into the 
.ines of the Park City district, 20 miles (32 km) southwest of Coalville 
(Baker, 1970, table 1). The Weber is included in the unit in the study area 
defined, as quartzite and sandstone of Cambrian and Pennsylvanian age, but its 
water-bearing characteristics in the study area are largely unknown. 
Morgan Valley-Round Valley subarea 
General availability 
The Morgan Valley-Round Valley subarea includes Horgan Valley, the 
valley alon~ East Canyon Creek to East Canyon, and Round Valley to a point 2 
.11es (3 km) west of Oevils Slide (pl. 3). Ground water is known to occur in 
the subarea in alluvium and in older semiconso1idated to consolidated rock 
units, including the Norwood Tuff in northwestern Horgan Valley and in the 
Wasatch Formation along East Canyon Creek south of Porterville. 
Wells inventoried that derive water from alluvium had an average yield 
of 149 gallons per minute (9.4 lis), and those that derive water from the 
Norwood Tuff and Wasatch Formation had average yields of 23 and 27 gallons per 
.inute (1.5 and 1.7 lis) (table 4). Well (A-4-2)36bca-1, completed in 
alluviUIII for the cit)' of Horgan in 1979, reportedly yields about 2,500 gallons 
per .inute (160 lis). Although the alluvium at Horgan may be more permeable 
than average, this well illustrates that alluvium can support large 
withdrawals at least locally. 
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Recharge 
In and near the lower valley areas, recharge is from precipitation, 
seepage from and underflow of tributary perennial and ephemeral streams 
(probably occurring at the valley margins), direct seepage to alluvium from 
older rock units at the valley margins, from irrigation and seepage from 
irrigation canals located along the valley margins, and underflow into the 
area in alluviUIII of the Weber River valley. The major sources of recharge 
probably are seepage from and underflow of tributary streams and irrigation 
and canal losses. Recharge in the higher elevations of the subarea is from 
precipitation, and occurs mostly by infiltration of snowmelt and streamflow. 
Because recharge in the study area is complex and greatly affected by 
the use of surface water for agriculture, and the study was a reconnaissance, 
detailed estimates of recharge were not made. Minimum recharge to the 
tubarea and its tributary drainage (not including the part upstream from East 
Canyon Reservoir) is estimated to equal the average ground-water discharge. 
The estimated average d.ischarge, discussed in a following section, is about 
40,000 acre-feet ~49 hrr) per year. This is about 10 percent of the 401,400 
acre-feet (495 hm ) of normal annual precipitation on the subarea watershed--
that is, the drainage area of the Weber River between gaging stations 
10136500, Weber River at Gateway; 10133500, Weber River at Oevils Slide; and 
10134500, East Canyon Creek near Morgan. 
This is a minimum estimate of recharge because: (1) Some evapotran-
spiration from ground water may occur during the fall base-flow period, and 
(2) the volume of ground water seeping to the Weber River probably is greater 
during the spring and early summer snowmelt-runoff period, and the summer 
irrigation period than it is during the fall base-flow period. The minimum 
estimate of recharge is estimated to be about two-thirds or more of the actual 
recharge. 
Movement 
The map of water levels in the Morgan Valley-Round Valley subarea (p1. 
4) shows that ground-water movement generally is from the valley margins 
toward the Weber River and East Canyon Creek, and downstream. The Cottonwood 
Creek area is an exception in that the creek is not a ground-water drain 
locally; movement here is not toward the creek but down its valley toward the 
Weber River. In addition, the Weber River at and east of Morgan and possibly 
East Canyon Creek at Porterville are above the water table and may be 
recharging the alluvium locally. 
The data on plate 4 indicate that the Weber River and East Canyon Creek 
are gaining streams in most of the subarea, which supports the conclusions 
frotll the seepage runs and the estimates of long-term gains in base flow 
between Oevils Slide, East Canyon Reservoir, and Gateway. 
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Discharge 
In the lower valley areas, ground-water discharge consists of seepage to 
the Weber River and East Canyon Creek, transpiration by phreatophytes and 
probably some from crops and pasture, discharge from wells and springs, and 
underflow out of the area in the alluviUIII of the Weber River valley. 
Discharge in the upland part of the subarea is largely unknown, but likely 
consists chiefly of local discharge by phreatophytes (probably along streams 
and at springs), discharge by springs (much of which probably contributes to 
streamflow), and 1 oca 1 seepage to streams. 
A mininun estimate of ground-water discharge from the entire subarea and 
its tributary drainage (not including the part upstream from East Canyon 
Reservoir) was made by summing the long-term gain in base flow of the Weber 
River and East Canyon Creek between Devils Slide, East Canyon Reservoir, and 
Gateway; discharge from wells; discharge from springs used for public suppl~; 
and underflow out of the basin. The SUIII is about 40,000 acre-feet (49 hm ) 
per year, and is estimated to be at least two-thirds of the actual total 
annual discharge. 
Discharge by transpiration from phreatophytes was not included in the 
minimum estimate of ground-water discharge. During the period for which 
average base flow was computed (October 25-31), transpiratio~ is negligible 
(Haws, Jeppson, and Huber, 1970, table 19), and presUlllably the water that w~s 
discharged in that way during the growing season instead seeps to streams and 
is included in base flow. The Morgan Yalley-Round Valley subarea, however, 
includes about 1,600 acres (650 hm') of phreatophytes which discharge about 
3.1 feet (0.94 meter) of water per year (Haws, Jeppson, and Huber, 19~O, 
tables 19 and 26), for a total annual use of about 5,000 acre-feet (6.2 hm ). 
"In addition, pasture and crops discharge some ground water locally by 
transpiration. 
The average long-term .!lain in" base flow through the subarea is about ~3 
cubic feet per second (1.5 mJ"/s) (table 3), or about 38,000 acre-feet (47 hm ) 
per " year. Use of water from wells and springs f~r public supply and from 
wells for industry was about 990 acre-feet (1.2 hm ) during 1979. About 250 
domestic ~lls are in the subarea and probably discharge about 250 acre-fee!i 
(0.031 hm ) (estimated domestic use per well is about 1 acre-foot or 1,200 m 
per year). Total ground water used from wells and springs for public supply, 
wells for industr;f' and wells for domestic supply is, therefore, about 1,200 
acre-feet (1.5 hm ) per year. 
Underflow of the Weber River as it jeaves the subarea in Weber Canyon 
probably is about 1,000 acre-feet (1.2 hm ) per year. This was computed by 
assUlllin9 the cross-sectional area of saturated alluvium is about 500 feet (150 
m) wide and 75 feet (23 m) deep, the hydraulic gradient is about 25 feet per 
mile (4.7 m/km), and the permeability is about 450 feet squared per day (42 
af/g) (see p. 30). USing the equation Q, flow in acre-feet per year = 1.6 x 
10- K (permeabil1"i;y) x I (hydraulic grgdient) x A (cross-sectional area) 
gives a value of 700 acre-feet (0.9 hm) per year. An estimate of the 
underflow entering Morgan Yalley in Upper Weber Cgnyon east of Morgan was made 
Similarly and was abou~ 2, 000 acre-feet (2.5 hm ) per year. An estimate of 
1,000 acre-feet (1.2 hm ) per year probably is reasonable for underflow of the 
Weber River throughout the central Weber River area. 
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Storage and hydraulic characteristics 
of the aquifers 
The volume of water stored in alluvium in most of the subarea was 
computed using data compiled for the digital-computer model (pl. 7). This was 
done by computi ng the volume of saturated alluvium in each model node and 
assuming a specific yield of 0.10. Average alluvium thickness in each node 
was estimated from well logs and ranged from about 100 feet (30 m) along the 
valley margins to about 200 feet (60 m) in the area from Morgan to Peterson. 
Thickness of saturated alluvium averaged 150 feet (46 m). Th3 volume of 
saturated alluvium totaled about 1,700,000 acre-feet (2,100 hm ), and the 
volume of theore~cal1y recoverable ground water in storage is about 170,000 
acre-feet (210 hm ), about 50 percent of the annual flow of the Weber River at 
Gateway. As far as is known all this water is fresh (contains less than 1,000 
mg/L of dissolved solids), a~ discussed in a subsequent section. 
Measurements of water levels in observation wells indicate changes in 
storage with time. Changes in water levels in eight wells in the study area, 
seven of wh i ch are in the Morgan Va 11 ey-Round Vall ey subarea, are shown in 
fi gure 5. Actua 1 water -1 eve 1 measurements are given in tab 1 e 7 (at ~ack of 
report). None of the hydrographs of the wells show any long-term changes 
which would indicate progressive decreases or increases in the volume of 
ground water in storage. Apparently during the past 40-50 years average 
ground-water recharge and discharge have been in equilibrium. 
The hydrographs, however, show seasonal and year-to-year fluctuations 
which indicate short-term imbalance in recharge and discharge. Many of the 
hydrographs show higher levels during the late summer and fall than durin9 the 
spring, indicating effects of recharge from irrigation. However, well (A-5-
1)25add-1 at Mountain Green commonly has higher water levels during the spring 
than during the late summer and fall, indicating effects of recharge from 
snowmelt-runoff. Several wells (for example (A-4-3)31bcc-1 and (A-4-2)26ccd-1 
near Morgan and (A-3-2)24cba-1 at Porterville) show lower average water levels 
during the early 1960's and higher levels during the early 1970's 
corresponding to periods of low and high runoff, respectively (fig. 3). This 
indicates that ground-water 1eve 1s fluctuate with runoff, probab 1y because 
both are related to changes in precipitation and snowmelt-runoff, and ground-
water levels are affected by changes in volumes of surface water applied for 
irrigation (which likely were lower during the early 1960's). 
The water-bearing rock units in the Mor~an Valley-Round Valley subarea 
penetrated by wells include alluvium, the Norwood Tuff, and the Wasatch 
Formation. little is known of the hydraulic characteristics of these units, 
other than what can be inferred from specific capacities of wells. 
An 8-hour aquifer test was made using Morgan city well {A-4-2}36bca-1, 
about 125 feet (38 m) from the Weber River, in November 1979, but the pumping 
apparently induced flow from the river so quick 1y that ana lysis of the data 
did not give an accurate estimate of transmissivity. The water level in the 
well stabilized within 10 minutes after pumping began and recovered within 10 
minutes after the pumping stopped. Water-level measurements in these periods 
probably are not accurate enough and the pump age rate is not stable enough to 
compute transmissivity. 
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According to the driller's report, the specific capacity of this well 
when it was coqJ1eted was 196 gallons per minute per foot [41 (L/s)/ml. Using 
this value, transmissivity at the ~ll was estimated to be about 40,000-50,000 
feet squared per day (4,000-5,000 mid) based on a method of Hurr (1966). The 
method assumed the well to be 100-percent efficient. The well probably is 
IIIICh less than 1OO-percent efficient because it is not completely open to the 
aquifer (it includes a steel casing perforated in place with a hydraulic 
knife). Therefore, the estimated transmissivity probab 1y is conservative, and 
the actual trans~issivity at the well could be as large as 90,000 feet squared 
per day (8,000 mid), in which case the hydraulic conductivity of the 2oo-foot 
(61-111) section would be 450 feet per day (140 mid). 
Average specific capacities computed from data reported for wells in the 
s~areas of the study area, subdivided by formation from which the wells 
derived most of their water, are listed in table 4. Wells completed in 
alluvium in the Morgan Valley-Round Valley subarea had an average specific 
capacity of 25 gallons per minute per foot 5.2 (L/s)/m , about 12 percent of 
the value reported for Morgan city well (A-4-2)36bca-~ indicating a trans-
.lsslvltyof about 11,000 feet squared per day (1,000 mid). The Morgan city 
well probably penetrated alluvium that is more permeable than average. 
However, average specific capacity may be too small because it includes data 
fl'Olll wells that are poorly constructed or penetrate thin sections of alluvium. 
The average specific capacity of wells completed in the Norwood Tuff is 
3.0 gallons per minute per foot [0.62 (L/s)/ml and for those completed in the 
Wasatch Formation it is 5.7 gallons per minute per foot [0.2 (L/ s)/ml. These 
values are less than those for wells completed in the alluvium and indicate 
·less transmissivity, probably because these units are partly cemented and 
because the Horwood contains much fine-grained tuffaceous material. 
The specific yield of the alluvium is estimated to average 0.10, 
although locally it may be as much as 0.20. The specific yields of the 
Norwood Tuff and Wasatch Formation are not known, but probably average less 
than 0.10. 
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Qua li ty of ground water 
The ground water In the Morgan Valley-Round Valley subarea is almost all 
fresh. Dissolved solids in the 57 samples collected for this study and one 
sample collected previously in the subarea ranged from 127 to 754 mg/L (table 
8 at back of report) and averaged 387 mg/L. Samples also were collected for 
analysis by Saxon (1972, table 5) from 21 wells and 5 springs. Those samples 
had dissolved-solids concentrations ranging from 26 to 2,568 mg/L, but values 
from all but four of them were within the range of values for samples 
collected during this study. 
The overall quality of water does not show much relation to the forma-
tion from which it was withdrawn, although no attempt was made to determine 
the relation between specific ions and formations. Average dissolved-solids 
concentrations in water from the alluvium was 361 mg/L, from the Horwood Tuff 
375 mg/L, and from the Wasatch Formation 478 mg/L. Apparently ground water in 
and near the valley areas is almost all fresh and would be suitable for most 
uses. 
Henefer Valley subarea 
General availability 
The Henefer Valley subarea includes Henefer Valley southeast to Echo, 
the southwestern part of Echo Canyon, and the southwestern 7-8 miles (11-13 
kill) along Lost Creek (pl. 5). Ground water is known "to occur in the subarea 
in alluvium and in older semiconso1idated to consolidated rock units, 
Including the Evanston(?) and Wasatch Formations along Lost Creek, the Echo 
.Canyon Conglomerate at Echo and Echo Canyon, and the Wanship Formation (of 
loca 1 usage) near Henefer. 
Sev'!n wells that derive water from alluvium had an average yield of 32 
gallons per minute (2.0 Lis) and four wells deriving water from the Wasatch 
Formation had an average yield of 33 gallons per minute (2.1 Lis). Four wells 
deriving water from the Echo Canyon Formation had an average yield of 160 
gallons per minute (10 Lis) (table 4). 
The alluvium and possibly the underlying rocks may have small 
permeability in some parts of Henefer Valley. Three wells drilled in the 
valley did not yield enough water for domestic supply. A well drilled about 
1.5 miles (2.4 km) northwest of Henefer on the edge of the valley (in the 
HE\SWlti~ sec. 32, T. 4 H., R. 4 L) to a depth of 319 feet (97.2 m) was 
abandoned when it reportedly did not yield any water, and salt was observed in 
drilling cuttings from a depth of 250 feet (76 m). A 225-foot (68.6-km) well 
east of Henefer and the Weber River (in the SWl.PWI.P~ sec. 3, T. 3 N., R. 4 
E.) was reported as yielding no water; and a well drilled about 1 mile (1.6 
km) northwest of Henefer on the edge of the valley (in the N~N~SE\ sec. 5, 
T. 3 N., R. 4 L) to a depth of 135 feet (41.1 m) was abandoned reportedly 
because ·sa1t was found." These reports indicate that the alluvium and 
underlying Wanship Formation (of local usage) have small permeability and that 
the Wanship yields saline water locally. 
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Recharge 
The various sources of recharge to the subarea and the sources that 
probab ly contribute the most recharge are the same as those for the Horgan 
Valley-Round Valley subarea. A minimum estimate of recharge to the entire 
Henefer Valley subarea and its tributary drainage was made by assuming it 
equals the ~verage ground-water discharge. This total is about 23,000 acr§-
feet (28 hm ) per year, or about 5 percent of the 485,000 acre-feet (598 hm ) 
of annua' precipitation on the subarea watershed--that is, the drainage area 
of the Weber River between gaging stations 10133500 and 10132000. This is 
about 50 percent of the volume recharged to the Horgan Valley-Round Valley 
samarea, probably because there is less irrigation, and the ground-water 
reservoir is smaller. This is a minimum estimate of recharge for the same 
reasons as given for the Horgan Valley-Round Valley subarea, and is estimated 
to be about two-thirds or more of the actual recharge. 
Movement 
The map showing water levels in the Henefer Valley subarea (pI. 6) is 
incomplete because of a lack of data, but indicates that ground-water movement 
is toward the Weber River and downstream. 
The data on plate 6 indicate that the Weber River (with the exception of 
the reach at Echo) and lost Creek near its mouth are gaining streams, which 
supports the conclusions from the seepage runs and the estimates of long-term 
gains in flow between Echo Reservoir and Devils Slide. At Echo, the Weber 
River apparently is above the water table and may recharge the alluvium 
locally. 
Discharge 
Ground-water discharge in the lower valley areas and in the uplands of 
the subarea is from the same types of sources as in the Horgan Valley-Round 
Valley subarea. In the lower valley parts of the Henefer Valley subarea, 
discharge consists of seepage to the Weber River and the downstream reach of 
lost Creek, transpiration by phreatophytes and probably some from crops and 
pasture, discharge from wells and springs, and underflow of the Weber River 
valley. 
A minimum estimate of ground-water discharge from the entire subarea and 
its tributary drainage was made by sunming the long-term gain in base flow of 
the Weber River between Echo Reservoir and Devils Slide, discharge from wells, 
discharge from springs used for public ~upply, and underflow of the Weber 
River. The sum is 23,000 acre-feet (28 hm ) per year . 
The average 10ng-term gai~ in base flow through the subarea is about 
~'1cubic feet per second (0.82 m Is) (table 3), or about 21,000 acre-feet (26 
nnr-) per year . Use of water3 from wells and springs for public supply was about 170 acre-feet (0.21 hm ) duri~ 1979, and from wells for the cement 
plant was about 810 acre-feet (1.0 hm ) during 1980. About 18 domestic wells 
are in the subarea (including wells at the highway rest stop and maintenan3e station in Echo Canyon) and probably discharge about 20 acre-feet (0.02 hm ) 
per year. Total ground water used from wells and springs for public supply, 
_lls for industr,y, and wells for domestic supply is, therefore, about 1,000 
litre-feet (1.2 hnr') per year. Discharge as under!3low in the alluvium of the 
Weber River Valley is about 1,000 acre-feet (1.2 hm ) per year. 0 
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Although transpiration from phreatophytes is not included in the mininun 
estilllate of ground-water discharge because it probably is accounted for in 
base flow during the nongrowing ~eason, it is about 2,200 acre-feet (2.7 hnr') 
per year. About 820 acres (330 hm') of phreatophytes are in the subarea, which 
discharge about 2.7 feet (0.82 m) of water per year (Haws, Jeppson, and Huber, 
1970, tables 19 and 26; and Haws, 1970, tables 35, 36, and 37). In addition, 
irrigated pasture and crops probably discharge some ground water locally by 
transpirat i on. 
Storage and hydraulic characteristics 
of the aquifers 
The volume of recoverable ground water in the Henefer Valley subarea was 
not estilroated because of insufficient data about the specific yield and volume 
of the saturated rocks. The volume stored in the alluvium is less than that 
estimated for the Horgan Valley-Round Valley subarea. 
Measurements at well (A-3-4Hddb-l in Henefer Valley show that water 
levels in the well during the late SlJllllE!r and fall, especially since 1968, 
tended to be higher than levels during the spring, indicating recharge from 
irrigation. levels during the early 1960's were lower than those during the 
early 1970's, indicating effects of periods of less-than-average precipitation 
and streamflow. 
Specific capacities of wells give some indication of the permeability of 
the rock units from which water is withdrawn. In the Henefer Valley subarea, 
reported specific capacities are available for only a few wells (table 4) . 
Seven wells completed in the alluvium had an average specific capacity of 3.6 
°gallons per minute per foot [0.75 (l/s)/m), and two wells completed in the 
Echo Canyon Conglomerate had an average specific capacity of 14 gallons per 
minute per foot [2.9 (l/s)/m). Wells in the Wasatch Formation and Wa~ship 
Formation (of local usage) had smaller specific capacities. These data lndi-
cate that all these units have less transmissivity than the alluvium in Horgan 
Valley. One well in the Evanston(?) Formation had a specific capacity of 25 
gallons per minute per foot [5.2 (l/s)/m). 
Qua lity of ground water 
The ground water sampled in the Henefer Valley subarea is all fresh. 
The dissolved-solids concentration in the 10 samples collected for this study 
(table 8) ranged from 160 to 635 mg/l and averaged 380 mg/l. The dissolved-
solids concentration in samples from the alluvium ranged from 304 to 415 mg/l; 
from the Wasatch Formation, 160 to 348 mg/l; and from the Echo Canyon 
Conglomerate, 342 to 635 mg/l. 
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Coalville subarea 
General availability 
The Coalville subarea includes the reach of the Weber River from the 
dOMlstream end of Echo Reservoir to Hoytsville and the western Chalk Creek 
drainage basin (pl. 5). Ground water occurs in the subarea in alluvium and in 
older semiconsolidated to consolidated rock units. including the Wasatch 
Forlllation (of local usage) east of Hoytsville. the Wanship Formation west and 
north of Coalville. and the Frontier Formation at Coalvi lle arid eastward along 
the downstream reach of Chalk Creek. Water in the alluvium and at shallow 
depths in older rock un i ts is under water-table conditions . However. three 
wells. two completed in the Wanship Formation (of local usage) and one 
cllqlleted in the Frontier Formation, encountered water under artesian 
conditions. Perforated intervals In the casings of these wells range from 55 
to 465 feet (17 to 142 m) In depth. Much of the water in rock units older 
than the alluvium may be under artesian conditions in the Coalville subarea. 
Of the we 11 s Inventor i ed, two der i ve water from all uv I um and reported ly 
had yields of 40 and 340 gallons per minute (2.5 and 21 Lis). and two derive 
water from the Wasatch Formation and had yields of 15 and 30 gallons per 
minute (0.95 and 1.9 Lis). Wells deriving water from the Wanship Formation 
(of local usage) and Frontier Formation had yields ranging from 2 to 300 
gallons per minute (0.1-19 Lis) (table 4). 
Recharge 
The various sources of recharge to the Coalville subarea and the sources 
,that probab ly contribute the most recharge are the same as those for the 
previously described subareas. Recharge to the entire Coalville subarea and 
its tributary drainage is estimated to be equal to the average annual g50und-
water discharge as given below--that Is, about 21.000 acre-feet (26 hm ) per 
year. '01is (a minimum estimate) is about 6 percent of the 331,500 acre-feet 
(409 hnr') of normal annual precipitation on the subarea watershed (the 
drainage area of the Weber River between gaging stations 10132000 and 
10130500). 
The estimate of recharge, in J.dditlon to being a minimum (for the same 
reasons as given for the other two subareas), may be less accurate than the 
estllllates for the other subareas because of the difficulties in accurately 
computing the changes in storage in Echo Reservoir. 
Movement 
The .ap showing water levels in the Coalville subarea (p1. 6) is 
i ncOlllPlete because of a lack of data, but Indicates that ground-water movement 
is toward the Weber River and downstream. The data on plate 6 indicate that 
the Weber River south of Coalville and Chalk Creek near Its mouth are gaining 
streUlS; this supports the estimates of long-term gains in flow between the 
gaging station south of Coalville and the downstream end of Echo Reservoir. 
At one location, however. about 3 miles (4 km) east of Coalville, Chalk Creek 
apparently Is above the water table. At this location the creek may be 
recharging the alluvium. 
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Discharge 
Ground-water discharge in the lower valley parts of the Coalville 
subarea consists of seepage to the Weber River and probably to the downstream 
reach of Chalk Creek, some transpiration by crops and pasture, discharge from 
wells and springs, and underflow in the alluvium of the Weber River valley. 
.II mininun estimate of ground-water discharge from the entire subarea and 
its tributary drainage was made by summing the long-term gain in base flow of 
the Weber River between the gaging station 10130500 south of Coalville and the 
downstream end of Echo Reservoir. discharge from springs and wells, aqd 
underflow of the Weber River. The total is about 21,000 acre-feet (26 1Inr') 
per year. 
The average long-term gai~ in base flow through the subarea is about 
27 cubic feet per second (0.76 m Is) (table 3) or about 19,500 acre-feet (24 
hinl). This figure is only approximate, because of the difficulty in computing 
the changes in storage in Echo Reservoir. 
Use of water from wells an~ springs for public supply was estimated to 
be about 560 acre-feet (0.69 hm ) duri~9 1979. About 40-45 domestic wells 
discharge about 40 acre-feet (0.05 hm) per year. A spring along the 
do.,stream reach of Chalk Creek probab ly provides another 10 acre-feet (0.01 
hnr') per year for domestic use. Total ground-water use from wells and springs 
f~ public supply and domestic use is, therefore, about 610 acre-feet (0.75 
hll ) per year. Underflow out of the subarja in the all uv I um of the Weber 
River valley is about 1,000 acre-feet (1.2 hm ) per year. 
Although transpiration from phreatophytes in the subarea is not included 
in the minimum estimate of ground-water discharge because it probably Is 
accounte$ for In base flow in the nongrowlng seilson. it is about 600 acre-feet 
(0.74 hm ) per year. About 250 acres (100 hIII') of phreatophytes are In the 
tributary drainage to the subarea (all along Chalk Creek) and their annual use 
of water is 2.5 feet (0.76 m) (Haws. Jeppson, and Huber, 1970, tables 19 and 
26). 
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Storage and hydraullc characteristics 
of the aquifers 
Well data in the Coalville subarea are insufficient to estimate the 
yol.- of ground water stored in alluvium or the hydraulic characteristics of 
the aquifers. However, some specific-capacity data are available which give 
s_ indication of the permeability of the Frontier Formation (table 4). From 
reported data from six wells, an average specific capacity of 2.3 gallons per 
.ioote per foot [0.48 (L/s)/m 1 was computed--much less than that for the 
alluvillll in Morgan Valley. 
Qua 1 i ty of ground water 
The ground water sampled in the Coalv i lle subarea is fresh, with the 
exception of water from one unused flowing well, (A-2-5)10bcb-2, that is 
co~leted in the Frontier Formation and yields water with 3,000 mg/L of 
dissolved solids (table 8). The dissolved-solids concentration in the 15 
suples collected for this study ranged from 235 to 3,000 mg/L (235 to 871 
I19/L without the 3,OOO-mg/L sample) and averaged 636 mg/L (467 mg/L without 
the 3,ooo-mg/L sample). 
The dissolved sollds in four water samples from alluvium ranged from 327 
to 709 mg/L and averaged 407 mg/L, and in five samples from the Wanship 
Forution (of local usage) ranged from 235 to 871 mg/L and averaged 431 mg/L. 
Dissolved solids in six samples from the Frontier Formation ranged from 441 to 
3,000 I119/L (441 to 551 mg/L without the 3,OOO-mg/L sample), and averaged 917 
I19/L (500 mg/L without the 3,ooo-mg/L sample). . 
Several residents of Coalville, primarily in areas where wells are 
cOlllpleted in the Frontier Formation, complained that the ground water was not 
ideally suitable for domestic use. The dissolved-solids concentration of the 
Frontier water does not indicate particularly minerallzed water, but the 
dissolved-iron concentration in four of the six samples from the Frontier and 
three of the five samples from the Wanship Formation (of local usage) was 
large. The large iron concentration likely is the major cause of the com-
plaints about the quality of ground water. The dissolved boron concentration 
of one of the Frontier samples and one of the Wanship samples also was large. 
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S ...... ry of quantitative estimates 
The estimates of annual recharge and discharge for the central Weber 
River area are given below. These are minimum estimates but probably represent 
about two-thirds of the actual volumes. 
Subarea 
Morgan Valley-Round Valley 
Henefer Valley 
Co~lville 
Total 
Morgan Valley-Round Valley . 
Recharge 
Discharge 
Seepage to streams (includes equivalent 
of transpiration by phreatophytes) 
Discharge from wells and springs for publlc supply, wells 
for industry, and wells for domestic and stock use 
Underflow in alluvium of the Weber River valley 
Subtota 1 (rounded) 
Henefer Valley 
Seepage to streams (includes equivalent 
of transpiration by phreatophytes) 
Discharge from wells and springs for public supply, wells 
for industry, and wells for domestic and stock use 
Underflow in alluvium of the Weber River valley 
Subtotal 
Coalville 
Seepage to streams (includes equivalent 
of transpiration by phreatophytes) 
Discharge from wells and springs for public 
supply and wells for domestic and stock use 
Under flow in alluvium of the Weber River Valley 
Subtota 1 (rounded) 
Total 
GROUND WATER-SURFACE WATER RELATIONSHIPS 
Acre-feet 
per year 
40,000 
23,000 
21,000 
84,000 
38,000 
1,200 
1,000 
40,000 
21,000 
1,000 
1,000 
23,000 
19,500 
610 
1,000 
21,000 
84,000 
Data collected during this study indicate that most reaches of the Weber 
River from Coalville to Gateway drain the ground-water system; that is, ground 
water is tributary to the river system and the alluvial aquifer has 
significant hydraulic connection with the river. Evidence of ground-water 
flow to the river system primarily includes data on gains in the long-term 
average base f1 ow from Coa 1 v ill e to Gateway, data on seepage runs made in 
1979, and gradients inferred from water-tab Ie contours. 
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The base flow of streams largely is maintained by ground-water inflow. 
Any stream reach where a gain in base flow consistently occurs is where ground 
water is moving into the stream. The long-term average base flow (1931-60) 
for October 25-31 (table 3) shows a progressive increase throughout the area; 
this is especially true in the Morgan Va11eyjound Valley subarea, where it 
gains about 53 cubic feet per second (1.5 m /s). The total g~n in flow 
through the entire area is about 82 cubic feet per second (2.3 m Is), which 
does not include gains in flow of Chalk and Lost Creeks from their source to 
the gaging stations at the mouth of Chalk Creek and downstream from Lost Creek 
Reservoir. If these segments are included, the averag3 gain in base flow through the area is about 109 cubic feet per second (3.1 m Is). 
~ Some of this gain in base flow is irrigation-return flow, but it is 
. dowbtfu1 that return flow represents all the gain. About 18,200 acres (7,370 
hmf) of land are irrigated in the area from Coalville and East Canyon 
Reservoir to Gateway (Haws, Jeppson, and Huber, 1970, table 26). Irri~ation 
applications are about 3.7 feet (1.1 m) or about 70,000 acre-feet (86 hm ) per 
year. Consumptive use is about 1.8 feet (0.55 m), so excess application is 
about 1.9 feet (0.58 m) per year (see p. 40). Even if irrigation applications 
exceed crop use by 2 feet (0.6 m), and all th i s water returns to the major 
streams at a fonstant rate, this would only account for 5~ cubic feet per 
second (1.4 m Is) of the 109 cubic feet per second (3.1 m Is) total gain. 
This indicates that at least 50 percent of the gain is inflow from the ground-
water system. 
The 1979 seepage runs (table 2) also showed gains for most reaches of 
the Weber River. On October 26, 1979, the total gain from Coalville and East 
Canyon Reservoir to Gateway, including base flow30f Lost, Chalk, and Echo Creeks, was about 131 cubic feet per second (3.7 m Is). This was computed by 
subtracting t~ta1 inflows from total outf10ws--inf10ws were 137 cubic feet per 
second (~.9 m Is) in the Weber River at Coalville and 16 cubic feet per second 
(0.45 m Is) in East Canyon Creek down~Jream from Portervi lle. Outflows 
included 126 cubic feet per second 3(3.6 m Is) into storage in Echo Reservoir, 
1.7 cubic feet per second (0.05 m Is) at t~e Como diversion from the Weber 
River, about 95 cubic feat ~er second (2.7 m Is) to the Gateway Canal, and 61 
cubic feet per second (1.7 m Is) at Gateway. If base flow in tributary creeks 
and ditches (Chalk, Echo, northeastern Lost, Hardscrabble, and Deep Creeks, a 
ditch in Henefer Valley, and Stoddard Slough ditch) are not included, the gain 
in flow through the study area (which represents mostly direct seepage to the 
Weber River, East Cany~n Creek, and southeastern Lost Creek) is still 87 cubic 
feet per second (2.5 m Is). 
The only reach of the Weber River that showed a loss during the Octo~er 
26, 1979 seepage run was from Coalville to the downstream end of Echo 
Reservoir. Much of the loss of 21 cubic feet per second (0.59 m3/s) may have 
resulted from water going into bank storage as the reservoir was being filled, 
possibly some evaporation, and to inaccuracies in estimating the rate going 
into reservoir storage by using reservoir levels. 
At most locations a long the Weber . River and the downstream reaches of 
its major tributaries of Chalk Creek, Lost Creek, and East Canyon Creek, 
contours of the water table (p1s. 4 and 6) indicate gradients and ground-water 
movement toward the river from the valley sides. Water levels in wells at the 
sides of the Weber River valley generally are higher than the altitude of the 
river at its nearest location. 
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At a few locations, the river or stream altitude is higher than water 
levels in nearby wells--such as along Chalk Creek about 3 miles (5 km) east of 
Coalville near Echo, betwpen Morgan and Como Springs, and possibly along East 
Canyon Cr~ek at Porterville. At these locations the river may be a source of 
recharge to the alluvium at least during parts of the year. 
The data from the aquifer test at Morgan in well (A-4-2)36bca-1 indicate 
that the river is in hydraulic connection with the alluvium, although the 
wat r level in the well was below the river altitude in the fall of 1979. 
EFFECTS Of ADDITIONAL GROUND-WATER DEVELOPMENT 
During 1979-80, ground-water withdrawals from springs. for public supply 
and from wells in the lentral Weber River area were relatlVely small--about 
2,800 ac,re-feet (3.5 hm ) per year. Of this quantity, about 1,500 acre-feet 
(1.8 hm") per year is from wells. The two wel!s at the cement plant near 
Devils Slide withdraw about 800 acr3-feet (1.0 hm ) per year; all other wells withdraw about 700 acre-feet (0.9 hm ) per year. 
Well withdrawals (1979-80) probably were not taking water progressively 
from ground-water storage, as water levels in observation wells show no long-
term declines. Long-term ground-water recharge and discharge probably are in 
equilibrium. Withdrawals from existing wells have been balanced by increases 
in recharge or decreases in other forms of discharge. 
If additional wells are drilled and pumped in the area, they will cause 
the following effects. First, a cone of depression will. develop .in the water 
table or potentiometric surface around each well. Th1S cone lOduces flow 
toward the we ll to balance withdrawals, and most of the withdrawn water comes 
from storage within the cone. The cone wi 11 continue to deepen and expand 
until it i ntercepts sufficient water from a source of recharge or some other 
source of discharge to balance the rate of discharge from the well. The cone 
of depress i on wi 11 then cease growi ng, no more water wi ~ 1 be taken from 
storage, and a new equilibrium between recharge and d1Schal"ge will be 
estab 1 i shed. 
Possible sources of i nduced flow to a discharging well include stream-
flow in th'~ Weber River or its tributaries , and ground water discharged 
naturally by seepage to the Weber River and other streams, evapotranspiration, 
and i so 1 ater. seeps. 
The current (1980) management practices along the Weber River assume 
that any withdrawals from wells are balanced by depletion in surface-water 
flow, and, therefore, that any new well must obta i n. water under an existing 
surface-water right. If withdrawal from a well 1S balanced by !ncreased 
recharge from or decreased discharge to streams, then new wells w111 cause 
depletions in streamflow. However, if withdrawal from a well is balanced by 
decreases in transpiration or discharge from isolated seeps, the effects on 
surface water are not as easy to determine. 
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If withdrawal is balanced by decrease in transpiration from non-
beneficial phreatophytes, then streamflow will not be depleted to any extent 
and the major effects will be on the phreatophytes. If withdrawal is balanced 
by a decrease in transpiration from crops and pasture, the plants could obtain 
the balance of water they need from surplus irrigation water. In the Morgan 
Valley-Round Valley subarea (excluding land irrigated along tributijry streams 
above the flood plains of the Weber River, East Canyo~ Creek, and Hardscrabble 
Creek), for example, about 10,700 acres (4,330 hm) of land is irrigated 
(Haws, Jeppson, and Huber, 1970, table 26; and Haws, 1970); and the average 
consllllPtive use was computed to be about 1.8 feet (0.55 m) using data compiled 
by Haws, Jeppson, and Huber (1970, table 16) and Haws (1970, p. 2). The 
average quantity of water diverted from the Weber River and East Canyon and 
Hardscra~ble Creeks during 1967, 1970, and 1979 was about 36,800 acre-feet 
(45.4 hm ) (Johnson, 1968, 1971, and 1980). 
In addition, Utah Division of Water Rights records indicate that about 
2,000 acre-feet (2.~ hm3) of water is diverted from Cottonwood Creek and two 
other creeks to ~e east to irrigate land around Mountain Green; and 1,000 
acre-feet (1.2 hm ) is diverted from Dalton, Peterson, and Deep Creeks during 
the peak-flow period to irrigate land in Morgan Valley. The total appljed to 
10,700 acres (4,330 hm2) is therefore about 39,800 acre-feet (49.1 hm ) per 
year, or about 3.7 feet (1.1 m). Therefore, about 1.9 feet (0.58 m) of water 
in excess of consumptive use is applied to irrigated lands. This water moves 
to the water tab 1 e and then to the Weber River, where it prov i des part of the 
base flow in Morgan Valley. If part of the water consumed by crops and 
pasture comes directly from ground water, and some of this transpiration was 
diverted to balance water withdrawn from a well, it is probable the plants 
would then use more of the excess irrigation water. The excess irrigation 
water flowing to the river then would be decreased, and streamflow would be 
depleted. 
If discharge from a well affected discharge from other wells, presumably 
owners of these wells would take steps to restore their discharge to its 
original rate . Ultimately the withdrawal from the new well would be balanced 
by diverting water f r om one of the other sources of recharge or dischar ge. 
The present (1980) management policy involves releasing water from 
reservoirs each year to replace water withdrawn from wells. Streamflow does 
not move directly to a well and physically replace well pump age unless the 
cone of depression created by the well actually intersects the stream. It is 
more likely that the well, if it affects streamflow, would decrease ground-
water or surface-water flow tributary to the Weber River, and that extra 
surface-water releases would make up for this decreased inflow. 
The decrease in streamflow caused by pumping an established well nearly 
constant ly a 11 year a 1 so wou 1 d be near ly constant a 11 year. Such dep 1 et i on 
would not be balanced by a short-term release of an equivalent volume of 
r:-~ervoir water, except on the basis of an annual water budget. The current 
practice is to release some surface water from reservoirs all year to balance 
well withdrawals (although most of it is released during May through 
September) i n an attempt to replace well withdrawals as realistically as 
possible (E. B. Johnson, oral C01llJlun . , February 1981). 
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Another problem is ,hat a new well obtains its water from storage until 
it creates a cone of depress i on 1 arge enough to reach a source of recharge or 
another source of discharge. If the well is far from sources of recharge or 
discharge, it might be as much as several years before its discharge affected 
the Weber River or evapotranspiration from phreatophytes. 
The present management policy also assumes that all water discharged 
from wells is removed from the area's hydrologic system. Actually, part of 
the water withdrawn returns to the ground-water reservoir as seepage from 
septic tanks and irrigation in excess of consumptive use of lawns and gardens. 
The limited analyses made in this study indicates that development by 
wells in some locations may decrease transpiration by phreatophytes, but not 
necessarily decrease streamflow. Haws (1970) mapped phreatophytes in the 
Weber River basin, although he made no determination of which were 
nonbeneficial as opposed to beneficial--nor is such a determination easy to 
make because the definition of nonbeneficial and beneficial phreatophytes is 
not precise. Even a phreatophyte with no economic value may have value in 
t erms of wildlife habitat or esthetics. 
Haws (1970) indicates that there are phreatophytes along the following 
stream reaches: the Weber River in Morgan and Henefer Valleys; the downstream 
reach of Cottonwood Creek; downstream reaches of Dalton and Deep Creeks; East 
Canyon Creek in Morgan Valley, near Porterville, and south of East Canyon 
Reservoir' downstream reach of Hardscrabb Ie Creek; Lost Creek downstream from 
the reser~oir; and the upst ream reach of Chalk Creek. It is possible that 
wells drilled near phreatophytes in these areas would have little effect on 
the flow of the Weber River and its tributaries. 
SI"'L1FIED DIGITAL-COMPUTER MODEL OF THE ALLUVIUM OF 
MORGArl VALLEY AND LOWER EAST CANYON CREEK 
In order to gain insight into the alluvial aquifer-Weber River 
hydrologic system in the central Weber River area, a simplified digital model 
of Morgan Valley and the downstream part of East Canyon Creek Valley was 
constructed. The model was calibrated under steady-state conditions, and used 
to estimate effects of additional withdrawal of ground water from wells on the 
hydrologic system. 
Design an ~ assumptions 
The digital-computer model is a two-dimensional finite-difference model 
developed by Trescott, Pinder, and Larson (1976). The version of the model 
used in this study simulated an aqu ifer under water-table conditions, leakage 
between the aquifer and streams through a river bed. an areal recharge 
function which was used to simulate recharge from irrigation. and discharge by 
evapotranspiration as a linear function of depth to water. The model 
therefore i ncluded all the major hydrologic features of the Morgan Valley 
area. 
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The area included in the" model is shown on plate 7. It includes Morgan 
Valley from Gateway to Upper Weber Canyon. the downstream part of the 
Cottonwood Creek area. and the valley along East Canyon Creek to just 
downstream from Richville. The model includes 2.856 nodes in a 28 x 102-2ode 
grid, but only 1.095 of the nodes--an area of about 17 square miles (44 km )--
are within the active part of the model which simulates the alluvial fquifer. 
All nodes are square and equal in size--0.016 square mile (0.11 km ). The 
boundary at" the active part of the model was lccated at the contact between 
alluvium where alluvium has a thickness greater than about 10 feet (3 m) and 
older rock units. This contact was inferred from geologic maps and abrupt 
increases in land-surface slope shown on the topographic quadrangles, and is 
included on plate 7. 
Also shown on plate 7 are the nodes which silOOlate the Weber River and 
the downstream reach of East Canyon Creek. wells producing during 1979-80. and 
hypothetical wells used to silOOlate potential effects of additional ground-
water deve 1 opment • 
Initial estimates of water levels were made from the water-level contour 
map (pl. 4). and altitudes of the ground surface (used in the computation of 
evapotranspiration) were estimated from 71t-minute topographic quadrangles. 
Maximum enpotranspiration was assumed to be 3 feet (0.9 m) pe!, year. When 
t he depth to water declines below 10 feet (3 m), evapotransplratlon is assumed 
to stop. 
The hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium was estimated i~itially f~om 
specific capacities of the Morgan city wells. The average speclfic capaclty 
of the 3 wells is about 200 gallons per minute per foot [41 (L/s)/ml, ~hich 
indicates a transmissivity of about 90,000 feet squared per day (8,000 m /d). 
and a hydraulic conductivity of about 450 feet per day (140 mid) or 0.005 foot 
per second (0.002 m/s) (p. 30). Saxon (1972, p. 82) stated that the U:S. 
8ureau of Reclamation determined the hydraulic conductivity of the alluvlum 
a long East Canyon Creek at the dam to be about 480 feet per day (150 m/d) or 
0.006 foot per second (0.002 m/s), close to the est i mate made using data from 
the Morgan city wells. A hydraulic conductivity of 0.005 foot per second 
(0.002 m/s) corresponds to a typical value for coarse sand (sample 11 in Davis 
and DeWeist, 1966, table 11.1). The specific yield of the alluvium was 
assumed to be 0.10. 
The altitude of the base of the aquifer was estimated by subtracting 
inferred alluvium thickness from ground-surface elevations. Average alluvium 
thicknesses for each model node were estimated from drillers' logs and ranged 
from 100 to 200 feet (30 to 60 m). 
River nodes were located a long the Weber River and East Canyon Creek and 
the downstream reach of Cottonwood Creek. Altitudes of the hydraulic heads in 
the river were estimated from topographic quadranples . The vertical hydraulic 
conduct ivity of the river bed initially was assumed to be 1/10 of the 
hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer, or 0.0005 foot per second (0 .0002 m/s); 
and its thickness was assumed to be 1 foot (0.3 m). 
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Areal recharge was assumed to come only from irrigation--recharge from 
direct precipitation on the modeled area was assumed to be negligible. As 
discussed on p. 40, the irrigation water applied in excess of crop consumptive 
use is about 1.9 feet (0.58 m) per year, which is assumed to infiltrate to ~he 
water table. The area recharged by excess irrigation water was determined 
from the maps compiled by Haws (1970), which show areas of various irrigated 
crops. 
It also was assumed that crops irrigated in areas where the water level 
is less than 10 feet (3 m) below the land surface obtain part of their water 
directly from the zone of saturation. In these areas, the consumptive use of 
irrigation water was decreased by the quantity assumed to be transpired 
directl¥ from the zone of saturation (which could be a maximum of 1.8 feet 
(0.55 m) of water per year). As an example, if crops are grown in a node where 
the depth to water is 7.5 feet (2.3 m), then direct transpiration from the 
zone of saturation was assumed to be [(10-7.5)/101 x 3 feet (1 m) per year, or 
0.75 foot (0.23 m) per year. The consumptive use of irrigation water was then 
decreased by 0.75 foot (0.23 m) to (1.8 - 0.75) = 1.05 feet (0.32 m) per year 
for that node, and recharge from irrigation was increased by 0.75 foot to (1.9 
+ 0.75) = 2.65 feet (0.81 m) per year. 
Recharge from tributary creeks at the edge of the valley, underflow of 
these creeks, and seepage from rock units older than the alluvium was 
estimated during steady-state model simulations by making all nodes along the 
boundary constant hydraulic-head nodes. The model then computed the inflow at 
each constant hydraulic-head node that was required to mainta in the local 
water-table gradient. During transient-state, predictive simulations of the 
model, these boundary inflows were simulated by wells recharging at a constant 
rate. 
Existing wells in Morgan Valley and along the downstream reach of East 
Canyon Creek were located in nodes (pl. 7) and their 1979 discharge was 
simulated, in the case of public-supply and i~dustrial wells. Domestic wells 
were assumed to discharge 1 acre-foot (1,200 m ) each per year. 
The model is more of an idealized model with the general characteristics 
of Morg~n Valley than a detailed model of the valley. Because of a lack of 
data on areal variations in hydraulic conductivity of alluvium, specific 
yield, areal water-t able configuration (most known values of hydrauliC head 
were measured at the sides of the valley), seepage to the river, and areal 
distribution and rate of rechar ge from irrigation, the model is only an 
approximation of Morgan Valley's hydrologic system. Even land-surface 
alt itudes are not sufficiently accurate because the contour intervals on 
available topographic maps are 20 and 40 feet (6 and 12 m). However, the 
model includes the major hydrologic features of the valley and was useful in 
approximating and evaluating the effects of future ground-water development. 
Ca li brat i on 
The model was calibrated only under steady-state conditions. Over the 
long term, recharge and discharge in Morgan Valley and along the downstream 
reach of East Canyon Creek are approximately in balance, or at steady state. 
The area's ground-water system has never been, except for short periods such 
as parts of a year or possibly 1 or 2 years of much above-average or much 
helow-average precipitation and streamflow, under transient conditions. 
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The model was adjusted u!ltfl its steady-state water levels were within 
about 5 to 10 feet (1.5 to 3 m) of the va lues from the maps showing water-
level contours, and t~ seepage to streams was between SO and 80 cubic feet 
per second (1.4-2.3 m /s). In many instances, differences between c~uted 
water levels and water levels from the water-table contour map werf! due to 
errors in the map, or errors in interpolating river altitudes. The seepage to 
the river was adjusted by changing the hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium 
and the river bed. The original values of 0.005 and 0.0005 foot per second 
(0.0015 and 0.00015 m/s) for alluvium and river bed hydraulic conductivity, 
respectively, were decreased to 0.0007 and 0.00007 foot per second (0.0002 and 
0.00002 m/s). These decreases seem reasonable because the original values 
were based on specific capacities of the Morgan city wells, which were larger 
than the average specific capacity of all wells completed in alluvium in 
Morgan Valley (table 4). Recharge from irrigation and the evapotranspiration 
function were not modified during calibration because there was little basis 
on which to do so. 
The final steady-state calibration s~ulation had totals for the entire 
model of 58.7 cubic feet per second (2.00 m /s) for inflow from boundary nodes 
(recharge from the edge of the valley, excess of ~oundary inflows over 
boundary outflows), 26.1 cubic feet per second 3(0.74 m /s) for recharge from irrigation, 64.5 cubic feet per sec~d (1.83 m /s) for discharge to streams, 
17.6 cubic feet per second (0.50 m /s)3 for discharge by evapotranspiration, 
and 0.7 cubic feet per second (0.02 m /s) for discharge frcr. wells (actual 
well discharge was 0.12 cubic foot per second (0.0034 m /s) larger but 
discharge from wells in boundary nodes was included in boundary 
inflow/outflow) • 
Simulated effects of future ground-water development 
Withdrawals from additional wells, located in areas where more 
residential development and domestic wells are likely (pt. 7), were simulated 
to see what the effects would be on discharge to streams and discharge by 
evapotranspiration. The following degrees of development were simulated for 
periods of 5 years in separate simulations of the model: 
(1) 1 well, at the edge gf §he valley near Milton, discharging 0.0014 
cubic foot per second (4 .0 x 10- m /s); 
(2) 1 we 11 near Stoddard, in an area of evapotranspiration adjacent to a 
phreatophyte area, discharging 0.0014 cubic foot per second (4.0 x 1O-~ m3/s); 
(3) 10 wells, each discharging 0.0014 cubic foot per second (4.0 x 10-5 
m3/s) (2 wells in Mountain Green, 2 in Peterson, 2 in Milton, 2 in Littleton, 
1 south of Stoddard, and 1 near Morgan; 
(4) 100 wells, ~nc~ding those in (3), each discharging 0.0014 cubic foot 
per second (4.0 x 1(j- m /s) (10 wells at Mountain Green, 10 at Peterson, 5 at 
Enterprise, 5 at Milton, 5 at Littleton, 20 near Morgan, 5 near Richville, 5 
northeast of Richville,S southeast of Littleton, 10 in the Stoddard area, 10 
between Mi 1 ton and Peterson, and 10 southeast of Mounta i n Green; 
(5) 1 well [as in (1)1, di3ch~rging 100 times its original rate, or 0.14 
cubic foot per second (4.0 x 10- m /s); 
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(6) 1 well [as in (2)1, di~ch~rgin9 100 times its original rate, or 0.14 
cubic foot per second (4.0 x 10- m /s); and 
(7) 100 wells [as in (4)], each diach~rging 10 times its original rate, 
or 0.014 cubic foot per second (4.0 x 10- m /s). 
Selected results of the simulations, as indicated by model inflow and 
outflow, are as follows: 
Source of water diverted to Source of water discharged 
the well (s), at the end of throughout the entire 5 
Simulation the 5-year period, in per- years, in percent of the 
number cent of the tota 1 discharge tot a 1 vo lvme 
rate 
Seepage Evapo- Seepage Evapo-
to trans- to trans-
streams piration Storage streams piration Storage 
1 88 16 16 94.4 4.2 1.4 
2 80 20 11- 74 21 5 3 83 16 81 16 3 
4 87 13 86 12 2 
5 96 4 94.5 4.2 1.3 
6 Results similar to !2) Results similar to (2) 7 Results similar to 4) Results similar to (4) 
1Quantity is so small it may not be accurate because it is of 
the same order of magnitude as the error in the resu 1 ts • 
The results of the model simulations indicate that most of the simulated 
additional withdrawals were balanced by decreases in seepage to the Weber 
River and the downstream reach of East Canyon Creek and that a lesser quantity 
was balanced by decreases in evapotranspiration. The simulations also indi-
cated that with new withdrawals from wells, the system would reach effective 
steady state within 100 to 450 days. This indicates that pumping from new 
wells will be balanced by decreases in other forms of discharge within one or 
two irrigation seasons. 
SlJIottARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Ground water in the central Weber River. area is used much less than 
surface water--only 2,800 acre-feet (3 5 hm3) was during 1979 and 1980 
cOllllared to about 70,000 acre-feet (86 hm3) of surface water diverted annually 
for irrigation. Because ground water has been little developed, no detailed 
studies have been made of its occurrence. This reconnaissance was made to 
gain insight into potential effects of additional ground-water development on 
the hydro logic system. 
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Most ground watel' that can be developed readily by wells is in the 
alluvium along the Weber River and along the downstream reaches of its .major 
tributaries, and is fresh. The alluvium is very permeable near Morgan and 
likely is as permeable at other locations. Older semiconsolidated to con-
solidated rocks commonly contain freshwater at Shallow depths but have smaller 
permeabilities and yields to wells. The est imated volume of recoverable 
ground water in storage in Morgan Valley and along the downstream reach of 
East Canyon Creek (most ?f the Morgan Valley-Round Valley subarea) is about 
170,000 acre-feet (210 hm ); this is about 50 percent of the average annual 
flow of the Weber River at Gateway and about four times the estimated minimum 
annua 1 ground-water recharge in the subarea. 
Total annual recharge and discharge £f ground water in the entire study 
area is at least 84,000 acre-feet (100 hm ) and may be as much as one-third 
greater. Recharge from irrigation may be about 50 percent of the total. 
Long-term recharge and discharge are approximately in balance, and no long-
term changes occurred in ground-water storage during 1936-80. 
Along most reaches of the Weber River from Coalville to Gateway, \lround 
water moves toward and seeps into the river. Discharge from wells (as of 
1979-80) probably has been balanced by increases in recharge or decreases in 
other forms of discharge. 
That part of withdrawal from additional wells that is not returned to 
the ground-water system ultimately (after some withdrawal from ground-water 
storage) will be balanced by increases in recharge or decreases in other forms 
of discharge, most ly seepage to streams or evapotranspiration. Most of these 
changes probably will decrease streamflow; however, withdrawal from future 
wells balanced by transpiration from nonirrigated phreatophytes ,till not 
affect surface-water flow. Simulation of additional wells in Morgan Valley 
using a silllllified digital-computer model indicated that most of the 
withdrawals from these wells will be balanced by decreases in seepage to the 
Weber River and the downstream reach of East Canyon Creek, and a lesser quan-
tity will be balanced by decreases in evapotranspiration. 
The silllllified digital-colllluter model of the Morgan Valley-lower East 
Canyon Creek area is adequate to give only a general assessment of the effects 
of additional wells. A more detailed model would be required to analyze the 
specific effects of additional withdrawals of ground water from particular 
wells on the hydrologic system. Such a model would require water-level 
measurements throughout the Morgan Valley area, probably requiring con-
struction of many shallow observation holes. The altitude of the ground 
surface at each hole would have to be surveyed to more accurately define the 
water table. Data on hydraulic conductivity and specific yield would be 
needed and more quant i tat i ve data on seepage of ground water to the river 
collected. More information is needed also on the areal distribution of 
irrigation and quantities of water applied, as well as on the quantity that 
seeps to the water tab Ie. Areas and rates of transpiration of ground water by 
non irrigated phreatophytes and crops and the depths to water below which 
evapotr anspiration ceases would have to be better defined. Such a detailed 
model could predict the effects of well withdrawals on seepage to streams and 
evapotranspiration more accurately than the silllllified model constructed for 
this study. 
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" Table !'.-Drillers , logs of "elected woll" 
iidl INGber: See te,,"t, for explanation of well-numbering systerr: 
Alt.itu:les: Given in feet .. bov'! NGVD ot 1929 and interpolated from 
to,ocrapbic !!laPS. / 
TII1c1cDess: Given in teeto~ -='IB Si=!9£!i' 
",(, {"c../ <.u>"C<-
( ... , t 6!'. i , •• f) 
b..,+f ... ·V .S: . 
( -,. icC ,, 1 r.,r·-·tl 
'----_. 
I~ 
Depth: Given in teet below the land surte.>e. Depths to bua ot I 
alluvillll were estimated from logs; estilll&ted designation ot rook units f 
below the alluviUlil was trom logs and geologic maps. ? r ( 
/Alli(..It.r . lu' ~ "'"'0 (E.--+-..I .-L.J... (l-2-5)lIbcd-l. Log by H. Church Drilling Co=! Alt., 5,630., Depth to the -~
bue or alluvia 7 teet. Rock below alluviUlil is Wanship Formation ,. ', \</ ( 
- ~ , I 
Material - ~ Depth l!!U!dJJ. ---~s Depth - i' / .'" 
Clq II II Soapstone 111 128 -' - .~. ( . 
Conal_rate 3 7 Sbale, taD 8 136 
Sbale, gray 13 20 SoapStone 8 11111 
Sbale, sandy, tan 111 311 Sandstone 3 1117 
Sandstone 2 36 Sbale, taD 6 153 
Sbale, gray 13 119 Soapstone 111 167 
hIe, dark-gray 311 83 Sandstone 8 175 
Shale, gray 6. 89 Soapstone 8 183 
Sendstone ·2 91 Sandstone 5 183 
Soapstone 20 111 Soapstone II 192 
Shale, sandy gray 3 1111 
(1-2-5)9bao-1. Log by Ointah Basin Drilling Co. Alt. 5,700. Depth to 
.) 
baae ot alluviUIII 95 teet. Rock unit below alluviUIII is Frootler 
Fonoation. 
Material !!!!2~ Depth .!!!at!!! ~ ~ 
Clay 95 95 Shale 20 220 
Coal 5 100 Bedrock 180 1100 
Bedrock 100 200 Shale 100 500 
,,'. 
il l. 
j, 
~;/~ , . - C"".+/"" .. ,t 
~l-2.~l2odb-l. Log by M. Church Dr1ll1ng Co. Alt. 5,610. Depth. to 
baM of alluvia 28 teet. Rock ' unit belov alluvia Is btl ... 
r_tion. 
TII1ok- TII1ok-
Material 1M. Depth Material 08. Depth 
Boulders 8 8 Sbale, lilht-gray 50 158 
Boulders; _tel' _pqe II 12 SiIale, tan 9 167 
Clq and boulders 16 28 u.eatone, brow 211 191 
Sbale, red 10 38 Sbale, red 162 353 
Cbips; _tel' _pase 39 Siltstone 5 358 
Sbale, aulti-colored 21 60 Sbale, red 37 395 
Sand, dry 3 63 Soapstone 19 11111 
Sbale, red, colored streaks 9 12 Sbale, gray 
" 
1158 
Sandstone, brown 8 80 . Soapstone 19 m 
Sbale, IJ'IlY 5 85 Siltstone 13 1190 
Shale, green 2 8T Sbale, tan 10 500 
Shale, red 21 108 
(1~2-5)10aaa-2. Log by Wasatch Dr1ll1ng (0-125 teet) and Petersen Bros. 
Dr1ll1ag Co. (125-23~ teet). Alt. Y800. Depth to base ot alluviUlil 23 
teet. Rock unit belov alluviUIII is Frontier Formation. 
Material 
Clq and gravel 
Clay and gravel 
Clq, red 
Li ... stone, black 
Clay 
TII1c1mess Depth Material TII1c1mess Depth 
10 10 Sandstone 5 
10 
10 
10 
1 
95 
105 
115 
125 
132 
215 
230 
13 23 
1 30 
10 110 
10 50 
5 55 
35 90 
Clay, red; SOIDe water 
Sandstone 
Clay, red 
LilD8stone 
Clay and gravel, red 
Gravel 
83 
15 
~1-2-~111aob-l· Log by Peterson Bros. Dr1ll1ngCo. lit. 5,740. Depth 
/ 
to .... ot all1lY1U111 55 teet . RoCk un1t beloW alluviUIII 13 Frontier 
P ..... t101l. 
!b1ok- !b1ok-
.~ter1al 118_ . Depth Mater1al neaa Depth 
TopeoU 2 2 · Coaglomerate and olay; 33 135 · 
Granl cd olay. bl'Ollll 33 35 _ter 
Clay. !'ad. bl"OllD 20 55 Clay. brown 5 1110 
ClQ. blue 8 63 CoaglOlDera te and clay 23 163 
Coaglomerate cd clay; 32 95 Clay 2· 165 
.,. _ter CoaglOll8ra te cd olay. 15 180 
Clay. bl'Ollll 7 102 blue 
(1-2-5)15bdb-1. Log by L1vingston and Wilson. lit. 5.900. Depth to 
J 
.... ot allUYiUIII 65 teet. Rook un1t below alluY1U111 1s FrOIltier 
Por.at101l . 
!later1al !b1ckness Depth Material !b1ckness Depth 
Clay. 110ft. gray 65 65 Coal II 121 
Smldstone. hard 5 70 Clay. yellow 1.5 1~.5 
SIIIld. loose; _ter 25 95 Sandstone. conglomerat1c 2.5 125 
Clay. 110ft gray II 99 Clay. aott. gray 7 132 
Coal 12 111 Sandstone. hard 3 135 
Clay benton1tic 6 117 Sandstone 1nte~bedded with 15 150 
P'IlY streaks 
.' 
(1-2-51 1.1bad-1. Log by H. Oturoh DrUUng Co. Deepening log by 
llubbard DrUUng Co. lit. 5.580; Depth ot baae ot allUYiIil 211 teet. 
(,oC '0 ("", 1 t,AA"":""': ') , • 
Rook \BIlt below allllYl,. 13 llaDsh1p Fo .... tlO1l. ;. . . ! I ; . . 
!laterial !b1okneaa Depth !later1al !b1okae.. Depth 
rw • .....se 8 8 Sbale. blue 10 
TopaoU 3 11 l>hale. gray 8 
Clay Cd boulders 13 211 SudstoDe 8 
Sbale. gray 38 62 Sbale. gray 7 
SIIIldstoDe 6 68 Sbale. blue 10 
Sbale. blue 13 81 Sbale. blue 111 
Sbale. gray-grHD 8 89 Sbale. blue 23 
Sbale. gray II 93 Sandstone 9 
Sandstone 12 105 
Dee!!!!!l!!! (II&Y represent redrlll1ng ot a caved wll) 
Sbale. gray. dense 9 109 SudstoDe. gray 
" Sbale. blue 3 112 Sudstone. gray witb 7 
ahale partlcles 
115 
123 
131 
138 
1118 
162 
185 
1911 
116 
123 
(1-2-5)2Odbd-2. Log by Petersen Bros. DrWlng Co. lit. 5.655 ; Deptb 
to baae ot allllY11111 55 teet. Rook un1t below alluvillll is Wansh1p (.~ 1.""1 ..... <;;<.' 
r ..... t101l. . .~ . 
!b1ok- !b1ok-
!laterlal 118" Deptb Material ne .. 
TopeoU 2 2 Clay. blue; some .. ter 15 
Sand and gravel. brown 12 111 Clay. blue dense 118 
Clay. bl'Ollll 21 35 Clay. Ugbt-blue 13 
Gravel. IIIIIall and sand . 20 55 Clay. gray. hard. dusty 92 
bro-oBI Hardpan and Umestone; 10 
Clay . blue 10 65 uall .. ter 
Clay. Ugbl.-gray. dusty 7 72 
Deptb 
87 
135 
1118 
240 
250 
(A-2-5)21dod-1. Lol by VriSht Drill1ns Co. Alt. 5,690. ?"ptb to base 
, 
ot aUuvi~ 33 t .. t. Rook unit. ~low alluviUIII 18 ot tbe Tertiary System 
("'toll CI' B'nDaton( 1) Poraticns). 
!b1Dk- !b1Dk-
*tar1al na_ Deptb *terial oeu Deptb 
Clar 8 8 SaDdatooe 1!! 1511 
.Orayel and _ter 25 : 33 Coasl_ ... te ;lI'1ter · 29· 183 
8adrooII:, red shale I! n Oray.l and red shal. 18 201 
Coasl_ ... te 5 112 Shal., red andy 511 255 
Smdy sbal. 12 51! Coasl~te; water 20 275 
Sandatoo. and sbal. lay.rs 11 65 Sbale, red, andy 22 297 
Gray sbale 15 80 Coasl_ ... te; water 8 305 
lied abal. 35 115 Shale, red andy 9 3111 
Sandatone and shal. layers 21 136 Coasl_ ... te; water 117 361 
JIed sbal. 6 1112 Red Shal. 361 
(A-2-5)28dcb-1. Lol by Ceo Stepbenson Drill1ns. Alt. 5,675. Deptb to 
bue ot aUuviUIII 130 t .. t . Rook unit below alluviUIII 18 "-tell 
r_ti00. 
!b1ck-
*terial nasa Deptb 
Topso11 12 12 
Clar, sand , and andy claJ 8 20 
Cobbles 10 30 
Clar and andatooe blooks 20 50 
Sandston. 2 52 
Clar, aan4, and andy clay 6 58 
!b1Dk-
*ter1al oeu 
Sand, ",,'1el, oobbl.s, 17 
and _ted lra .. l 
Oray.l and cobbl.s 
Sand and 1 ..... 1 
Sand and 1 ..... 1 
L1M8tooe, solid 
Shale, red 
, 
, 
25 
13 
17 
27 
1!5 
Deptb 
75 
100 
113 
130 
157 
202 
(1-3-2)2dcb-1 . Lol by Petersen BroIl. Drillins Co. Alt. 5,oaO. Deptb to 
.I 
bue ot aUuvi_ 60 t .. t. Rook unit below alluvi_ 18 Rorwod Turt. 
!b1Dk- !b1Dk-
*tar1al ness Depth *ter1al oeu Depth 
Clar, aUt, and topso11 2 2 Clar, red I! .. 
Clar, aUt, oobbl.s, and 13 15 Sud,8I'& .. 1, and 16 60 
till dirt ooObles; so. _tar 
Gra .. l, · cobbl.s; and 25 lID Shale, red 10 70 
.bGuldars; so. surtac. Shale , . bl'Ollllisb-red 25 95 
_tar Coasl~te 25 120 
~1-~-22I1dbb-1. Lol by Petersen Bros. Dr1llins Co. Alt. 5,120. Deptb 
to bue ot aUuvi_ 43 t .. t. Rook unit below alluvi_ 18 ~ Tutt. 
*tar1al 
To..,11 
IMU Depth *terial oe.. Deptb 
211 . 111 3 · 3 Shal., ·redd1ab-brom 
Orayel , cobbl.s, and topso11 8 11 Gra .. l and redd1ab-b1'OllD 2 16 
Clar and cobbl.s, 8I'&Y 12 
Cobbl.s 
Clar and lray.l, 8I'&J 6 
Clar and lra .. l, b~;. water 13 
Gray.l and reddisb-brown 1 
abal.; water 
23 
21!. 
30 
113 
50 
sbal. 
O ..... l .and shal.; _ter 5 81 
0"''1.1 and redd18b-brown 15 96 
shal.; water 
Sud and redd18b-bl'OllD 14 110 
shal. 
Clar, bl'Ollll 16 126 
Hardpan 9 135 
(1-3-2211088-1. Lol by P.tersen Bros . Drill1ns Co. Alt ' .j 135. Deptb 
to bue ot aUni_ 60 t .. t. Rook unit below allunUIII 18 Iorvood Tuft. 
!b1Dk- !b1Dk-
*tarial nau Deptb *ter1al oeu Deptb 
Mlt I! II Clar, dense 9 111 
ClaT 21 25 Clay, 81'& •• 1 and cobbl.s 19 60 
Clar, 8I'&Yel, and oobbl.s 7 32 Bedrock hardpan 130 190 
" 
~JI,", ~ - - (!"..-li .... e.J-
(&-3-2 )12oab-l. LoS by Petersen Bros. Dr1ll1ns Co. Alt. 5,100. Depth 
to baM ot alluvila 90 teet . Rook unit below 'alluviwa 1s 'orwood Tutt. 
Ilater1al Tbiolllleas Deptb Ilater1al Tbiclcnesa Depth 
Cla7 . - - . Coa&l~rate, red; 31 160 
Cla7, &ra.el, ud '2 .6 tater at 160 teet 
oobble. lImIdatoae, red 80 2'0 
Cla7, red 11 63 LiMstone, broken; 20 260 
Cobb1eli ud boulders 21 90 vater 
eaa.l_te, red; ,vater 15 '105 lImIdstoDe, red, bard .0 300 
15 pl/ll1li s.ndstoae, red, broken; 10 310 
Sbale, red 211 129 vater 
(&-3=2)2I1oaa-l. Los by Petersen Bros. Dr11l1ns Co. Alt. 5,165 . Deptb 
'to baM ot alluYiIa 66 teet. Rook unit below alluvilD 1s 1l61'VOOd Turt. 
Tbiok- Tbiok-
Ilater1al _ Deptb Ilater1al Deas Deptb 
~, .11t, ud surtace so11 • • Cla7, gravel ud oobbles 19 66 
~, aud, ud sravel; water 18 22 Bardpu ud oonsl~rate 32 98 
clay, dID .. , t1cbt 25 117 Coa&l~rate; vater 22 120 
(l-]-2)26aab-l. LoS by PeterseD Bros. Dr1111118 Co. Alt. 5 300. Deptb 
. ' J 
to baM ot alluvilD 10 teet. ROok uait below alluvilD 111 Iforwood Turt 
to 308 teet; below 308 teet rook unit 1s Wasatob Formation. 
,Tbiok- Tbiok-
Ilater1al _ Deptb Ilater1al _ Depth 
~,bl'Ollll 10 10 Cla7, blue ud saad; DO 13 196 
~, tdtite 30 '0 vater 
~ md aud, DO vater 12 52 Cla7, red 9 205 
~, tdtite 28 80 Cla7, brown 15 220 
Sbale, tIIt1te 5 85 Sbale, dirterent color; 
-
28 2118 
~, red md sbale 56 1111 vater 
Clay, bl.ie aDd aud; 19 160 Cla7, red 11 265 
lID vater Sbale ud olay 10 215 
~, red 2:: 183 Sbale ud ou,. 33 308 
~e, traotured; vater '2 350 
at 15-20 pl/mn 
'I /- ,. ~- ' , 
l-]-2)26acb-l. Los by B111111811 Dr1111118 Co. Alt. 5,3110. Depth to 
bue ot alluvila 111 teet. Rook ua1t ,below alluYiIa 111 ~ Tutt. 
Tbiok-
Ilater1a1 
TopecU 
_ Deptb 
3 
~, aud, gravel, oobbles, 112 , 
red, aDd tb1D olay streaks 
Boulders, very bard 
Sad, &ravel, cobbles, ud 28 
bouldel'll 
~, red ud tb1D rook 31 
layers 
Clay, blue speckled 13 
Clay, tdtite, audy, sort 10 
,~, blue, tIIt1te 12 
, Clay, 'bl'Ollll 63 
3 
., 
116 
111 
111 
12' 
1311 
1116 
209 
Tbiok-
Clay, tIIt1te, blue streaks 6 
Mas Deptb 
215 
251 
287 
288 
289 
290 
355 
Cla7. bl'Ollll, bard streaks 36 
Clay, blUe 36 
Clay, rook .tre..4 1 
Clay 
Sbal. 
Clay, brown, bard tb1D 65 
rook &treaks 
Clay aDd sravel 9 
Clay 10 
Clay aDd sra.el 2 
Clay, brown 3 
Clay ud sravel 
. Clay aDd streaks ot sbale 16 
3611 
3111 
316 
319 
380 
396 
(1-H)3add-1. ' Los by PeterseD Bros. Dr1111118 Co. Alt. 5,690. DePth, of (~<o. ( t..oJlO ~ ) 
to bue ot alluvilD 115 teet . Rook unit alluvium 1s ".uship Formation. 1lJ. ;1.1 1· /~J (,- ( 
Ilater1al TbiokDeas Deptb Ilater1a1 Tbiclcnesa Deptb 
SUt aDd to~11 II II eaa.l~rate,broken 115 90 
Oravel , cobbles, ud 21 25 Coa&l~rate, bard 105 195 
boulders, bard dr1111118 
Ora.el; vater at approx-
.. tely '0 pl/ll1D 
BedrooIc, saadstoDe, , 
20 115 bard 
25 
s.ndatoae, sort; vater 115 
220 
265 
(l-3=!)lIdc1d-1. Log by Pet.l'sen Broa. Dl'ill1na Co. Ut. 5.325. Deptb 
to> baM ot allurtwa 76 teet . Rocik lIIIit below alluv11111 is Wansb1p 
Cof' I.c< I w. .... \ 
r_tioo. Co 
" 'fb1c1c-
Mat.1'1al 
'fopeilU 
a.r ...... e1. cobb1ea. 
ucl boulders 
a.r _ and. 8Ott; witb 
., _ _ t.1' 
a.r ..... .,.1. and hardpan. 
ftI'J hard and tight 
0 ... .,.1; at.1' 
Deas Deptb 
6 7 
2 9 
31 110 
25 65 
'fb1ck-
Matel'1al Deas Deptb 
ClaJ ad g ... .,.l. bard 3 68 
ucl tight 
ClaJ ad g ... .,.l. aottel'; 8 76 
_t.1' 
Sbal.. eztrellllly hard; 6 82 
_t.1' 
SIIal •• aottel' '1 123 
Sbale 2 125 
(l-3=!)2'dbd-1. Log by Petel'MD Broa. Drill1na Co. Ut. 5.1175,. Deptb 
'to bue ot alluviwa 60 teet. Rook IIII1t below .llurtwa is '&mO, CanYOO Cb4 l1l _ .. _-k. ' 
'-Moo. 
Mat.l'ial 
'fOJl8OU 
0 ..... 1 _ Cobbles 
0....,.1 _ clay 
'fb1ckDess Deptb 
, , 
6 10 
· 20 
Matel'1al 'fb1c1cDeas Deptb 
30 60 
Vater at, 30 pl/mD 18 78 
52 130 
(1-34)25abc-1. Log by J. V. Stoddard Drillers Ino. Ut. 5.l1li2. Deptb 
to baDe ot allurtwa is greater than 52 teet., 
Mat.1'1al 'fb1ckDess D8ptb Material 'fb1ckDess Deptb 
a.r 20 20 0 .... 81 witb Uttle , 50 
a.r ad g ... .,.l 15 35 olQ and I'OOk 
0 ... .,.1 11 U 0 ..... 1 2 52 
.. 
(1-H)29cdd-1. Log by lIeD B. 'Gardner Drillina Co. Ut. 5.590 . Deptb 
to baM of allurtwa 126 teet. Rock lIIIit below alluviwa is Vansldp ~.l (ccQ' ....... ,(f ) .. 
r_tioo. . 
'fb1c1c- 'fb1c1c-
Mat.1'1al 
-
Deptb Mat.1'1al 
-
Dept~ 
ClaJ ..... .,.1. and boulders 511 ,S' ClaJ ..... .,.1. and 13 122 
Ora.,.l ucl boulders; at.1' 111 68 boulders 
ClQ ..... ve1. _ boulders 12 80 0 ... .,.1 _ boulders; II 126 
a.r. .....,.1. and boulders 20 100 vat.1' 
0 .... e1 and boulders; atel' 9 109 Conal_ ... t. 35 161 
Sbal •• red 5 166 
SIIal.. b11M1 19 185 
(1-'-2)5bdd-1. Log by J. S. LM and Sons. Ut. 11.965. Deptb to base 
ot allurtwa 59 teet. Rook IIII1t below alluvillll is ~ 'futt~ 
Matel'1al 
'fOJl8OU 
'fb1c1c-
Deas 
3 
0 .... 81 ad boulders , 
a.r _ boulders. bl'Olll1 18 
0....,.1 ad boulders 311 
a.r. bllM1 
a.r. sand. _ g ... .,.l 75 
0 ..... 1 ; atel' 5 
Deptb 
3 
7 
25 
59 
100 
175 
180 
'fb1ck-
Matel'1al Deas Deptb 
a.r. bl'Olll1 70 250 
ClaJ and 11 ... .,.1 18 268 
ClaJ and lravel; Uttle 9 , m 
_t.1' 
ClaJ and .... vel. andy 12 289 
ClaJ. sand. _ .... .,.1 16 305 
IIecIrock. ....y sbale 10 315 
(1-'-2)6dbo-1. Log by J .S. Lee and Sons. Ut. 11.910. Deptb to base 
ot allurtwa 138 teet. Rook IIII1t tMilow alluv11111 is HoI'WOOd, Tur!. 
'fb1c1c- 'fb1c1c-
Mat.1'1al Deas Deptb Material Desa Deptb 
ScId ..... .,.1. and boulders 211 211 ClaJ. sticky 3 122 
a.r. sraJ 311 58 ClaJ and g ... .,.l . bard 16 138 
ClaJ. sandy '1 99 BedI'OOk. p~ stOlle II' 182 
Conal_te 20 119 O ... y.bale 33 215 
'r 
" /'A .. C .,,,,, 
(I II 2)8aaa-l ~ Log by J . S. 1Ae and Sons. Alt. 4,960. Depth to base 
otallurt. 18 greater than 175· t.it. 
llater1al Tbiclaless Depth llaterial Tbiclaless Depth 
TopmU 2 2 Cla;J, brow 23 78 
Clar and gravel, hard 6 8 Sand, brown 76 · 1511. 
Clar, brotm 11 19 Or lvel; water 18 172 
or.vel, dry 36 55 Cla;J and gravel, 3 175 
ADdy-brown 
(I-II-2)800d-2. Log by Petersen Bros. Drilling Co. Alt. 5,005. Deptb to 
.... ot allurt. 112 t .. t. Rook lIlIit below allurtUII 18 Horwood Tutt. 
Tbiok- taiok-
llatar1al _ Deptb llaterial DelIS Depth 
Clar and aurtaoe so11 6 6 Sbale, red; ' water at 2 gal/lllin 50 
Clar, _d, grevel, and 36 112 Sbale, red; . water at ·3 gal/lllin 55 
00l1li1 .. Sbale, red; _tel' at 20 gal/ll1D 20 
IIadI'ock congl_rate lIS 90 
~l-II-2~ 16dab-2. Log bYJ. Paterse and Sons. Alt . 5.0110. Depth to 
.... ot allurtlD 176 teet. 
( 
Rook IIlIit · below allurtlD is IIorwood Tutt. 
Tbiok- Tbiok-
1110 
195 
2.15 
llatel'1al ae .. ··l)eptJ:l llatar1al .... Deptb 
TopaoU 2 2 Clq. ADd. and gravel 22 112 
Clar.yallow 23 25 Oravel; DO _tel' 8 120 
Oravel 5 30 Sand and gravel 8 128 
Clar.yallow 5 35 Clar witb streaks ot grevel; _tel' 32 160 
Clar and lravel 6 111 Sand and Bravel 11 111 
Clar mel _d 115 . 86 Clar. yellOll and gravel 5 116 
Clar .- 90 Clar. blue 12 188 
.' 
(l-ll-2)17abc-l. Log by Ben B. Gardner. Alt. 5,000. D8Pth to base ot 
allurt.92 teet . Rook lIlIit be~ciIr allurtlD 18 Iorwood Tutt. 
Tbiok- Tbiok-
llatar1al _ Depth llater1al MIlS Depth 
sut Clar and gravel; s.ll 12 167 
·SUt and boulders 19 2ci q_tity ot _tel' 
Boul<iera; .all q_tity ot 2 22 Clar, llllite 21 188 
_tal' Sad; _tel' 25 213 
Clar, INvel, and boulders lIS 70 Clar and ADdy 
--
257 
Clar. ADd. and gravel 22 92 Sand; water II 261 
Cla;J. 1III1te 1 99 Sand and Bravel; watal' 39 300 
Clar and _d; .all 56 155 Sand and gravel. streaks; 50 350 
quantity ot _tel' ..u q~tity ot _tel' 
(l-II-2)11c1ca~2. Log by G8OI'~ C: lIorI'is. Alt. 5J010. DePth .to baaa ot 
allurtlD 150 teet. Rook IIlIit below allurtlD is iIorwood Tutt. 
Tbiok- Tbiok-
llatar1al 
-
Depth llatal'1al .. lIS Depth 
Clar. hard 28 28 Cla;J and gravel 10 1110 
Boulders. 1&1'18 6 311 Clar.sott . 10 150 
Clar and ADd. sott '.36 . 70 Cla;J and sandstoDe 110 190 
Clar. b&I'd 60 130 Cla;J. sand. grevel. and tiae 20 210 
ADd 
(A-lI-2)21cbb-2. Log by 0801'18 C. lIorI'is. Alt./.Ol0. Depth to base ot 
allurt. 110 teet . Rook IIlIit below allurtlD is IIorwood Tutt. 
llatar1al Tbiclale .. Depth llatel'1al TbiokDe .. Deptb 
TopeoU 12 12 Clar and CO&I'se grevel 80 160 
Clar and gravel. grey 28 -'0 Sandatone 68 228 
Clar. sray -'0 80 Sbale 1 235 
" 
(M-2)21c1db.-1 ·. Loll by J. a. ~ Dr1ll1118 Co. llt. ".990. Depth to 
.... ot alluvi,. sre.ter than 1~. teet • . 
!b1ok-
IIltel'1al neN Depth IIlterial 
Tos-oU &I!d lltavel 3 3 SaDd 
SaDd /j 1 . Oravel 
. linvel ~ boulders 12 19 
!b1ok-
neN Depth 
63 82 
38 120 
('-'-2)26.cIb-1 ~ Loll by J. Gary ·PetersoD and SoDa. llt. 5.120. Depth 
" 
· to bue ot alluvi,. 16 teet. Rook unit below .Uuvillll ill Tertiary and 
v ./ ' ,_. Qiatel"lW')' OCD&l_te (to 91 teet?) and IfoMlOOd 'l'utt.(?). 
_ ...... _ ·0 · 
• _- !b1ok-
IIltel'1al _ Depth IIlter1al neN Depth 
en.,.. USbt-brow 16 16 Clay. red 15 119 
en.,.. oobbl... aDd boulders 1.1 2T Clay. IINvel, cobbles. 23 1112 
en.,. _ bouiders 
&Del boulders . red 
ClQ. IINyel. oobbles. and 39 66 Clay. IINvel. and cobbles 10 152 
boulders GraY.l; _ter .t 15 sal/111ft _ 152 
en.,.. dark-brow 13 . 9T Clay. IINyel. and cobbles 
.. 
8 160 
en.,. ..... vel. and cobbles. 1 1011 
. GraY.l; _ter·.t 10 sal/aiD 2 162 
U&bt-red 
('-'-2)33ada-1. LoS by J . G. Tum.r (22 to 162 teet) and Larry V. 
Dalton (162 to 338 teet). 1Dterpreted by J . I. Ste1Ser. Alt. 5.0115. 
Depth to beae ot alluvi,. 62 teet . Rock unit below .Uuvi_ is ~ 
TIItt' • 
!b1a1c- !b1a1c-
IIltel'1al 
-
Depth IIlter1al 
-
Depth 
Due. DO record 22 22 SaDd 2 1"1 
Sed 15 3T Oravel 15 162 
en.,.. reddish and sand 25 62 Sbal.. at10ky 61 223 
Sed __ • browish 20 82 BouldeN 6 229 
.. --..... y 63 1/j5 Sbal •• plio 109 338 
,.7 
/ . ... J 1ft) .' 
~1~)3I1ccb-3. Loll by lIeD B. GardDer Dr1lUDII Co • . ll~. 5.060. Depth 
. . . . .. . . . - .. I 
·- to bue or alluri,. 59 ot 151 teet. Rock unit below .Uuvi,. ill IfoI'llOOd 
TIItt' • 
!b1a1c- !b1a1c-
IIlteriai 
-
Depth . IIlterUl 
-
Depth 
SUt.zld topaoU /j /j ' a.r. sand. and Iltaye1 811 1113 
a.r .. aDd sand 20 ~ a.r. bl'Ollll and 13Dd 8 . 151 
c.r ..... y.l.aDd bouldeN; 35 59 a.r. 1Ib1te and sand 25 116 
_tel' Sbal.. 1Ib1te 2/j 200 
(1-"-2)3!ibca-1. Los by J. S. LM and SoDa. Alt. 5.060. Depth to but> 
ot alluvi,. ..... ter than 189 teet • 
!b1a1c-
__ Depth 
Sed ..... vel, and boulders 25 
16 
IIlter1al 
!b1a1c-
_ Depth 
. 3 108 
18 186 SaDd. I!rY 
aftvel; _tel' 6Ij 105 bouldeN; _ter 
c.r ..... vel. and boulders 3 189 
, (~-3)32.bc-1. Los by . Charl.s V. Stoddard. llt./.150. Depth to base 
ot alluvilll 85 teet. Rook 11111t below .Uuvilll is Vuat~ r."...UOft. 
. . 
IIlter181 !b1~ Depth IIlter1al !b1a1cDeaa Depth 
c.r 25 25 Boulders and sbale 1 92 
Gray.l, pea 2 2T Gray.l 12 1011 
c.r 11 
" 
Sbal. /j 108 
Gray.l 8 52 Boulders 9 111 
c.r 33 85 
1!....-'-")16bca-1. Log by Gary Petersen Bod ·Sons . Alt. 5,370. Depth to 
. J 
baM ot allurtua 115 teet. Rook . unit below alluvil.ll is Bvanston(?) 
TII1ok- Th1ok-
'-!:erial 
-
Depth ltaterial ne .. Depth 
~, aUt, and topsoU 2 2 Coaclc.erate, broken 5 50 
Cl,-y, red 20 22 Coaclc.erate, bard 30 80 
~, and, and gra1'el, 23 115· Coaclc.erate., broken 18 98 
l1cb~rowa Coaclc.erate, sott; water II 102 
(&±1)23bcc-1. Log by Peterse Bro8. Dr1ll1ng Co. Alt. 1065. Depth 
to .... ot allurtua 21 teet. Rook UDit below allurtua is IIorwood rutt. 
TII1ok- Th1ok-
'-!:erial 
De_ 
Depth '-!:erial ne_ Depth 
Sllt ad surt_ soU ~ aDd sand, brown 5 '1 
Cobbles and boulders 11 12 ~ and sbale, blue 17 58 
Cla, ad. gra1'8l, . bro. ~ 9 21 ~ aDd sbale; gray 12 ' ·70 
~ aDd sand, de_ II 32 ~ and sbale, blue 19 89 
~, creea , 36 . ~, bedrock, and ' traotured 37 126 
abal., Rl'8Y; with water 
(!-5-1)25bea-2. Log by J. S. LM and Scu (0 to 1711 teet) and Charles 
V. Stoddard (177 to ·507 teet). Alt : ~875'- Depth to base ot allurtua 
13 t_t. Rook UDit tMtlow sllu1'1.- is IIorwood Tuft. 
TII1ok- Th1ok-
'-!:erial 
-
Depth '-!:erial 
-
Depth 
Gra1'.l ad boulders 18 18 
.s.nd 3 266 
SUd, browa 65 83 ~,b~, sticky 12 278 
~,blue, aandJ 611 1~ ~, blue 5 283 
1IedroaIc, blue sbal. 27 17' ~,b~, sticky 32 315 
110 NCIOI'd 3 177 Sbal., br'Ollll ~ 362 
Sbale, browa, wb1!:e 58 235 Sbal., blue 28 390 
~, browa 3 2311 ~, blue and wb1te abal. 32 1122 
Sbale, browa 6 2l1li ~, blue aDd Ugbt-blue 16 '38 
~,~, at1a11:y 19 263 abal. 
""., br'Ollll ~ 1III1!:e 69 507 U -'~"rlt 
(A±l)25cbo-l. Log by Peterseo Bros. Drilling Co. Alt. ',870. Depth 
- • •• '._ • _. • . ~ ' " _ . 0 ' • 
to baM ot allurtua 175 teet. ~CI!lk UDit below allurtua IIorwoacI Tutt(?). 
TII1ok- Th1a1t-
.-!:erial _ Depth 
'-!:erial 
-
Depth 
~, eand, ad aabbles 18 18 Gra1'el., olean; .wa!:e·r 8 ' 166 
SUd 55 73 . Gra1'ol, bard, t1gbt 3 169 
SUd and .ran1 
" 119 Gl'&1'el, olean; Vater 6 175 
Gran1; lots ot water 3' 153 ~,J811011 175 
~ ad .ran1; wa!:er 5 158 
(!-5-1)26l1Oa-l. Log by Petersen 81'08. Drilling Co. Alt. ',860. Depth 
to .... ot allurtua 119 t .. t. Rook UDit be1011allurtua 10 ~ Tutt. 
TII1ok- TII1ok-
- Depth '-!:erial 
2 2 . ~ ad blue sbal. 
_ Depth 
18 118 · 
m..r, aUt, ""1'~1, ~ cob- 15 ' 17 ' Gra1'e1 ; ' a-!:ed; _ter 13 131 
.bt.; ..u ~t slD'taa. Clay ad blue sbale '135 
wa!:er . 
Gra1'.l and cobbles 
Cobb1 ... 
~, desa 
SUd 
~ ad IIb1te abale 
Clay, ",,1'81, ad cca- 20 155 
3 20 Clc.erata; water 
28 Clay, wb1te 
'1 Gran1; water 
9 8 
13 
6 ", Clay, ""1'81, and 1Ib1te, 13 
;611 
165 
178 
2 '9 bard sbale 
311 87 Clay and wb1te, sott 22 200 
Gran1 ad aabb1ea, a.eoted 13 100 sbale 
~*'Wb«:d;;" ~g_by Peteraen Broa : Jlr111111&~ . Ut. ,,9.60 .0 Deptb 
·to bue ot allunua 80 teet. Rock UIIit below allu'l1l11D is lJaaatcb 
r_ticm. 
. Tbiok-
-'- °IliEiii-ial __ Deptb Material Dua Deptb 
. ClQ, ailt, and topsoil 2 2 CoII&1_rate , brolalD 10 90 
Gruel, cobbles, aDd boulders 28 30 CoII&1_rate, ·bard, red 33 _ 123 
Grayel; _tar at 2 pl/llin 31 CoII&1_rate, bard. 67 190 
Grayel, cobbl.s, and boulders; 29 60 . brolalD·; _ter at 3-11 
__ tar at -11-5 pllmn 
~, cobbles, and so. red 
8Ial. 
20 8«)-
(H-2)19cda-l . Log by J. S. LM aDd SoDa • . Alt. 11,965. Deptb to base 
.J • • 
ot allunua 153 ·teet. Rock unit below allunlllD is· 1foMIoocl Tutt~ 
Tbiclc- Tbiok-
llaterial 
_. 
Deptb Material 
--
Deptb 
fopeoU and boulders 6 6 Gray.l, clean; _ter 22 83 
Iaulclerll 12 t8 ~ and granl 70 153 
Gray.l and bouldera 113 61 Bedrock ~ blue sbal. 17 170 
'&-5-22~b-l. Log· l1y Petersen Bros. 01'111111& Co. Alt. 11.920. Deptb 
to bue ot allunua 116 teet. Rock unit below alluna is iIorwood futt. 
Tbiclc-
llatarial 
Silt and topsoil 
~ and silt 
Cobbles 
_. Deptb 
2 2 
5 7 
9 16 
~, t1cht dense 11 27 
Cobbles 13 ~ 
Gray.l and cobbles, 29 69 
dIIrk-bram; _tar 
llaterial 
--Cobbles, Ugbt-brown; DO _ter 7 
Gray.l and dark-brown oobbl .. ; 
_tar 
~ 
Grayel and cobbles; _ter 
Clay , rad 
, 
, 
11 
5 
211 
29 
Deptb 
76 
87 
92 
116 
1115 
(1-5-2)31bad-1. . Log by Jdm I. IIak Dr1lU1I& Co. Alt. -.925. Deptb to 
~ ot allunua 113 teet. Rook unit below allunua is Iorvood futt. 
Matarial Tbiclme. ·Deptb Material Tbiclcneu Deptb 
fopeoil 15 15 ~ and sand 50 113 
5 
10 
22 135 
~. sanelY 33 . 63 Granl and sandatoDe 111 176-
(1-5-11226dba-1. Log by J. GaI'y P.tersen and ·seaa ~ Alt. 5.6l15 . Deptb 
to bue ot alluna 81 teet. Rock unit below allunua is Vaaatcb 
r_ticm. 
Tbiclc-
Matarial _ Deptb Ilater1al 
~. bard dense, Ugbt-brown. 10 10. ~. dense • . rad 
~ and silt 
Granl; _ter at 5 .pllmn 
Clay. bard denae. red 
~ . . .... y.l. Q!)bbles. and 
26 . 36· Clay.Ugbt-bJ'Oll!ll 
36 Granl; ._ter at 25 
29 65 pllllin· 
II ·69 1Iedrocic. uMatoDe 
1.d.cIc-
__ Deptb 
3 72 
3 75 
6 81 
3 811 
1. 
Table '.-Water levels in observation wells, 1936-80 
We" number: See text for explanation of well-numbering system. 
Altitude of land surface: Above NGVD of 1929, interpolated from topographic maps. 
Water levels: In feet below land surface. P, pumping; A, recently pumped. 
"Y TABLE 47 
-. 
WELL CA- 3- ZI24CBA- l!ur "UI=A'A ACI~IUIII&UI;nij 
;"Z: ~. :\>, .; . '.; ) . , AL T nUDE , or LAND SUAfACE .5155--" fEET 
. (... zl."~ l' .;a., ... ;~ . ~ .. ~ ... ... -_. 
"';'" "l-~'iEtt troV(U -. . . !1~~~~'~:~~~~1~ '. ' .-.~.:_ .. .t,-': t IN FEET BELew UND !~flFA" DA,,,;tj 
.",', : ....... ..... - ~ . -
wnEA WATFM WATEA WATEA 
P DATE . LEVEL DATE LEYfL DATE LEVEL DATE LEVEL 
OCT 16, 1936 14.39 AUG 74, 1'142 12.44 nEC IZ. 195~ 16.90 SEI» 16. 1968 11.84 h DEC '11 1,..Z5 DEC 13 16."", DEC ZO. 1'156 16.43 MAA 24. 1969 16.24 
.ftAA 11. 1931 11,.35 MAM 31. 19U 16.;>5 MAl( 25, 1'157 17.18 MAA 19. 1910 11.19 
AUr- 03 10.53 SEP 18 14.1" DEC 09 17.39 AUG 21 10.2Z 
r SEP 22 13.60 DEC 10 16.,,!> MAR 17, 19!;8 16.85 MAA Z5. 1911 16.16 NOV 04 16.Z5 APA 14, 194. · 16.1!> OEC 18 16.'" SEP 21 11.45 bEC 1'4 16."7 DEC 13 16.77 MAR 20, 1'1!>'1 16.97 MAR Z3, 1972 11.12 
'il fER 01. 1938 1&.90 MAA ;>3, 1945 i6.71> DEC 09 16.RZ SEP 2'" 12.65 HAA 15 15.65 NOV 22 16.5'; MAR Z2. 19bO 16.84 MA~ lO. 1913 16.82 
! HAY 31 13.02 MAR 30, 1'146 16.9. HOV 30 16.21 SEP 10 10.77 i, AUG ZO 12.20 DEC 12 16.37 MAR 210 1961 17.0lt MA~ 210 1974 14.68 OCT 16 1!,>.90 • UR 17.. 1'147 15.,. .. .JAN lZ' l'1b2 16.63 SEP 13 10.8~ 
~ L DEC 11 16.62 DEC 15 16.111 "'AN 08 16.57 MAA 1'1, 1975 16.55 
"" 
HAR 14. 1939 16.60 MAA 2ft, 1948 16.910 DEC 18 17.68 SEP 09 10.24 
'" t : ~ MAY 01 15.35 .JAN 12, 19.9 i6.!>b MAA 06, 19b3 17.15 MAR 04, 1916 16.40 ~. I . JU" 22 10.47 MA~ 29 13.2!; AUG 30 13.40 SEP 13 11.65 
....... ~ 
·1 J AUG 29 . 15.19 OEC 06 }f,.q. nEC 09 16.98 MAR 1/4. 1917 18.60 
-.. -~ 
'l . OCT 30 12.40 APR 0". 1950 14.",# ",AR 04, l'1b. 11.91 SEP 08 lZ.'1' -,- . , , ' ,' . ,JAN 09. 1940 1*'.15 DEC 12 16.'53 OCT 20 16.16 MAA 14, 191(1 11.0!) . ...... rn 14 It..A6 APH 04. 1'151 16.0" DEC 10 11.88 SEP 01 11.05 
APR 04 1f,.30 DEC 21 16."0 MAR 08. 1965 16.96 MAA 28. 1919 15.67 
,JUN Z6 11.45 APR Jl. 1'152 iZ.98 JUL 21 8.48 SEP 25 13.30 
r AUG 30 1' .. 20 DEC 29 15.10 OCT J8 17.0b MAR 19. 1980 16.55 NOV 30 Jft.42 APR 03, 1"'5) ' 6.7!> IIEC 13 1<>. 98 APR 08 16.01 MAA 14. 1941 11:.15 DEC 09 16.111 MAA 16. 19M. 16.66 SEP 03 11.59 
. ) SEP 21 11).18 APH 19 • 1954 16.41 SEP 12 14.12 
nEC 12 16.81 DEC 08 16.10 · APR 12, 1967 17.15 
HAP 09. 1'1.2 1 t>.45 ·~AH 31 • 1955 16.~') MAR 14 , 19:,8 1':0.7.0 
. ~ . 
;C-
-
_ -~: :'~: ~' '' ' '~:'~7~~{-'~ , ".i" .. :'~' .: ~ ;.~.:' :: ;~ ~·~;t/·~~ . : . ':' . ~ . .' ... ~ :. ,: : ... ~ .: ... ( .. :: . .. ;::.-:. ""!. - ... ...  :; ... :., . . 
. ,", 
.J ' • 
- ~ .... 
.... . " 
. ... . 
'. ~! . . 
. ... " '''·7:.:.' - • --r ., ' .. ~. "-' , : .. . \ -. _' r ' .' ' .:;. 
• • .o W .... ~ ?::~. , : f .. . " .~ ,' ... .. 
.. ' , 
. ' .. -:." . ~: ' 
. ~ ~ .... " .~, '. '-. ...... ~ .': ;: . '-.:0.-': .' ~ . . 
WELL 'A- 3- ., 4DDIt- 1 
ALTITUDE OF LAND SURFACE 53Z5~ FEET · 
~ff" tt""t£LS IN FEn "Ebe., U",g 5YPFACi 9AHI~ 
" ~ "TE~ WATE'" DUf LEYEL OATE LEYEL 
SEP lJ. 1951 q.16 'fOY 30. 1~60 II.Q!j 
APR 17. 1952 7.91 I4AR ZI. 1'l61 11.44 
DEC Zq 11.09 .JAN lZ. 1'16Z 12."b 
APH 03. 1953 11.80 04AA 08 101.72 
DEC 09 11.71 DEC 18 1I.Hl 
APR 19. '9~" 11.99 MAR 06. 1963 lZ.8':> 
DEC 08 12.~2 :' 1J1l ;'0 6"13 
"loR 31. 1955 11.71 DEC 09 11.7b 
!lEC 20. 1~56 11.60 .. AR 04. 1964 lO1.QC, 
MAR 25. 1~57 10.fl4 OCT 20 9.0. 
.. loR 11 • 19Sd JO.IP DEC 10 11.1 -; 
DEC 1ft 11.33 "loR 08. 1965 11.3b 
MAR 20. 1'159 11.19 OCT 18 9.2J 
DEC Oq 12.12 "loR 16. 1966 10.19 
MAR 21. 1960 11.53 APR 12. 1~61 10.71 
.. '
... - .. " " . 
. . 
" . '., . . .; .. , .. : .. ~" . . . 
:~ .. .. -. .. .. ~ . ' ~ . 
. .. ... ,,: .:. ,- . ... ' ..... ,': 
' . 
IIIATEH WATEw 
DATE LEYEL IJATE LEYEL 
MAR lZ. 19MI 11.07 SEP 09. 1975 4.99 
<;EP 16 6.61 MAR 0 •• 1976 9.159 
MAR .2 •• 1969 9.11 SEP 08 5.23 
SEP 18 4.89 MAR 04. 1977 11.94 
MAR 19. 1970 9 .60 SEP 08 6.51 
AUG 011 4.<;9 "AA 14. 1978 10.31 
liAR 25. ItJ71 9.83 SEP 01 5.14 
SEP 21 6.13 "AR 28. 1979 9.18 
MAR 24. 1~7Z 8.49 SEP 25 5.7. 
!'EP 29 6.55 MAR 19. 1980 8.32 
MAR 20. l~n 9.06 APR H 8.09 
SEP 10 5.08 SEP 05 4.34 
.. loR 21. 1'17. 8.52 
SEP 13 4.98 
.. loR 19. 1915 9.25 
..t\ .~ . ... ..:.: -
WELL IA-.- 21 HCCD- 1 
ALTITUDE or LAND SURfACE 49q5~ fEET 
linEA "IP/ff' Jr. FEU "eLlS. LIllie 5lfRFA6ii .. n~ 
or :' : r~.>&" OOdo .... ' ·."....: _j--~'~:7 " ':- ~~~: z~ ~ No-
WATER 
LEVEL 
10 . 0 
• L.· , ' , 
" .' .' .. . _ .. 
o .. 
:: - .. :1; 0 
. 
,." 
DUE 
NOV 24. 19l1i 
AUII lO. 1940 
NOV 24 
MAR 14. 19.1 
SEP 27 
DEC 12 
MAR 09 . 1942 
AU6 Z4 
OEC II 
MAR llo 1943 
SEP 18 
DEC 10 
APR 14. 1944 
DEC 13 
MAR 23. 19.5 
NOV 22 
MAR 30. 1941» 
DEC 12 
APR 12. 1941 
MAR 2ft. 1<14t1 
.IAN 12. 1949 
MAR 29 
30.40 
26.09 
lA.57 
17.5ft 
17.57 
19.61 
31.75 
18.77 
21.6ft 
17.43 
lO.20 
~0.?1 
17."0 
17.97 
16.14 
(!5.12 
il.65 
21.111 
17.00 
17.36 
20.17 
17.71 
OATE 
DEC Oft. 1949 
APR Oft. 1"'50 
DEC Il 
APR 04. 1951 
DEC n 
APH 17. 1'152 
DEC 29 
APA 03. 1<153 
DEC 09 
APR 19. 1'154 
DEC 08 
"AR 31. 1"'55 
I)EC I? 
DEC 20. 195ft 
.. AR 25. 1951 
DEC 0'1 
.. AR 17. 1.,,5H 
DEC 111 
"IAR 20. 01 '159 
DEC 09 
"AY 22. 19ftO 
NOV 30 
If A TF:1t 
LEVEL 
19. ~l 
18 . .. S 
19.52 
17.17 
19.)7 
1 •• 49 
35.7'" 
18.,,5 
20. 2S 0 
17 .Dd 
20.1H 
16.64 
27.40 
19.1<1 
20.3ft 
20.111 
18.(,0 
32. ':Itt 
27.ft" 
25.40 
22.flH 
19.7ft 
• • ' • ; • • : - , ' ; ' , ' , •• 0" 
:.- ~ : ~ -;.. : " :': 'I.~1 : ~'., ~ . ,. 
{fi I t ifUMREU 
DATE 
"'AR 21. 19ftl 
",AN 12. 1962 
"'All Ott 
OEe 18 
"'AR 06. 19ft3 
AUG 30 
DEC 09 
.. AA 11. 19ft4 
OCT 20 
DEC 10 
MAR Ott. 1965 
JUL 77 
OCT 18 
DEC 13 
.. AA 1ft. 19ftft 
SEP 12 
aPR 12. 19ft1 
MAR 14. lCJft8 
SEP 16 
MAR 24. 19ft'l 
MAH 19. 1910 
AUG 21 
WATER 
LEVEL 
32.89 
30.13 
16.13 
32.04 
30.83 
33.20 
30.l8 
41.09 
19.37 
20.40 
19.ftl 
16.95 
18.67 
23. }7 
14.47 
33.21 
34.75 
28.59 
26.97 
32.37 
24.89 
32.86 
, : 
4i05Z'li l. ~14~ 
OATE 
SEP 21. 1971 
.. AR 23. 1972 
SEP 29 
MAli 30. 1973 
SEP 10 
.. AR 21. lli7. 
SEP 13 
.. AA 19. 1975 
SEP Oli 
MAR 0 •• 1976 
SEP 13 
.. AR 04. 1977 
SEP 08 
"AR 14. 1978 
SEP 07 
.. AR 28. 1979 
SEP 25 
MAA 19. 1980 
APR 10 
SEP 03 
WATER 
LEVEL 
21.90 
17.45 
22.27 
17.09 
29.56 
17.70 
25.91 
18.73 
19.41t 
14.2 .. 
30.ft4 
35.50 
26.ltO 
18.03 
21.56 
16.87 
24.39 
16.72 
18.42 
19.43 
, 'o j.. :', 
' ~ 
I 
01 
,~ 
I 
0 .. 
.. 
:. 
!-
.i 
. J 
" j 
I:" .. " 
o f . ... 
'"'" ~ ' , ~, ,,. , "! 
\\ ,. '<-0.,. , , ',' , . 
~ ~~ i 
CIt , ~ ' t ~~ " , ,' 
-",. ' ....... 
, " 
, ~ 
, 1 
. .: . 
., . 
IIElL CA- 4- 2126CCO- 1 
ALTITUDE Of LAND SUNfAC£ 5030'-' FEET 
, DATE 
OCT 16. ,1930 
DEC 11 
MAR 110 1931 
AUG 03 
SEP 22 
NOY 04 
DEC 14 
FER 07. 1938 
aPR IS 
MAY 31 
AUG 20 
OCT 16 
nEC 11 
MAR 14. 1939 
MU 01 
.JON 22 
AUG 29 
OCT 30 
.JaN 09. 1940 
FElt 14 
APR 04 
.JON 26 
AUG 30 
NOV 30 
MaR 14. 1941 
SEP 21 
DEC 12 
IIATfR 
LEYEL 
9.115 
12.39 
12.26 
7.41 
8.41 
10.35 
12.35 
14.10 
15.50 
5.4' 
7.3Q 
111.52 
12.90 
14.92 
14.,)5 
9.41 
9.16 
12.13 
15.15 
1 .... 7lJ 
17.44 
9.13 
10.89 
13.36 
17.46' 
1O.l6 
Il.38 
p..' 
:',' 
;- "'. ~ •. : 
U,~ c' 
DATE 
"AA 09. 1942 
AUG 24 
OF.C 1'3 
IoIAM 31. 1943 
SEP 18 
DEC 10 
.JlR 14. 1944 
DEC 13 
MAR 23. 1945 
NOY 22 
MAR 30. 194" 
DEC 12 
APR 12. 1 fi4 1 
DEC 15 
"AM 26. 1948 
.JAN 12, 194~ 
MAR 29 
DEC 06 
APR 06. 1 fi50 
DEC 12 
APR 04. 1951 
APR 17. 1952 
DEC 29 
APR 03. 1'.153 
DEC 09 
APR 19. 1954 
DEC 08 
.. .. : -. '." . ~ 
• :.J-. ' .. 
IIA TIO''' 
LEYfL 
15.70 
7.ft!;; 
11.37 
13.>1'1 
1.90 
12.33 
15.t>l 
13.15 
16.30 
12.71 
14.HIt 
12.1'1 
Ib.07 
12.5~ 
15~4'" 
10.flO 
9.1i4 
11.0 T 
Il.41) 
8.9b 
11.05 
8.M) 
10.211 
10.07 
11.0;1 
13.1l 
TalJ/~~ ?~o,.J;n-J 
~nE l.tMIIEK 'Hlli!HlllU'9i!) 
DATE 
MAR 31. 195~ 
DEC Il 
DEC 20. 195b 
MAR 25. 1951 
DEC 09 
MAR 17. 19!;;1I 
DEC 18 
14AR lO. 1 '#5'1 
DEC 09 
14AR l2. 19bO 
NOY 30 
MAR li. 19b1 
.JAN Il. 19b2 
MAR 08 
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